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1 Foreword 
 
INSPIRE is a Directive proposed by the European Commission in July 2004 which defines the legal 
framework for the establishment and operation of an Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe. 
The purpose of the infrastructure is to enable the formulation, implementation, monitoring activities 
and evaluation of Community environmental policies at all levels – European, national and local – and 
to provide public information. 
 
INSPIRE builds on the infrastructures for spatial information that have already been created by the 
Member States. The components of those infrastructures include: metadata, spatial data themes (as 
described in Annexes I, II, III of the Directive), network services and technologies; agreements on data 
sharing, access and use; coordination and monitoring mechanisms, processes and procedures. 
 
The guiding principles of INSPIRE are:  

• that the infrastructures for spatial information in the Member States should be designed to 
ensure that spatial data are stored, made available and maintained at the most appropriate 
level; 

• that it is possible to combine spatial data from different sources across the Community in a 
consistent way and share them between several users and applications;  

• that it is possible for spatial data collected at one level of public authority to be shared 
between all the different levels of public authorities; 

• that spatial data are made available under conditions that do not restrict their extensive use; 
and  

• that it is easy to discover available spatial data, to evaluate their fitness for purpose and to 
know the conditions applicable to their use. 

 
The text of the INSPIRE Directive is available from the INSPIRE1 web site 
(http://inspire.jrc.it/directive/l_10820070425en00010014.pdf). The Directive identifies what needs to be 
achieved, and Member States have two years from the date of adoption to bring into force national 
legislation, regulations, and administrative procedures that define how the agreed objectives will be 
met taking into account the specific situation of each Member State. To ensure that the spatial data 
infrastructures of the Member States are compatible and usable in a Community and trans-boundary 
context, the Directive requires that common Implementing Rules (IR) are adopted in a number of 
specific areas. Implementing Rules are adopted as Commission Decisions, and are binding in their 
entirety. The Commission is assisted in the process of adopting such rules by a regulatory committee 
composed by representatives of the Member States and European Parliament. The committee is 
chaired by a representative of the Commission (this is known as the Comitology procedure). The 
committee will be established within three months from the entry in force of the Directive. 
 
The Member States have 2 years (2007–08) to transpose INSPIRE into their national legislation. In 
addition to the measures adopted through national legislation, INSPIRE requires for a number of 
specified issues more detailed “Implementing Rules” established at Community levels.  
 
The IR will be shaped in their legal structure and form by the Commission legal services on the basis 
of technical documents prepared by especially convened Drafting Teams, for each of the main 
components of INSPIRE: metadata, data specifications, network services, data sharing and monitoring 
procedures. 
 

                                                      
1  http://inspire.jrc.it/ 

http://inspire.jrc.it/directive/l_10820070425en00010014.pdf
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2 Purpose of this document 
 
This document contains the Network Services Drafting Team’s proposal for the technical content of 
the INSPIRE Implementing Rules for Discovery and View Network Services. This proposal is based on 
the requirements as expressed in the INSPIRE Directive, on the review of reference material, and on 
the study of existing standards and specifications. 
 
Five services are required by the INSPIRE Directive: 

- discovery service, 
- view service, 
- download services, 
- transformation services, 
- invoke spatial data services. 

 
In addition, Member States shall ensure that public authorities are given the technical possibility to link 
their spatial data sets and services to the network (Article 12). 
 
After a detailed definition of these services and a first study of existing standards, it appears that 
discovery and view services requirements can be satisfied by standard specifications (which are 
mature or nearly mature); whereas download, transformation and invoke services requirements are 
either not yet or only partially supported by current standard specifications and thus need more 
investigation. The Network Services Drafting Team has decided to split the IRs in several parts, 
starting with first IRs on discovery and view services. This priority is also depends on the availability of 
draft IRs for metadata: once metadata is available the users will want to discover resources and at 
least view the data. 
 
Some INSPIRE requirements are related to the architecture that underlies the network services. A 
document (INSPIRE Technical Architecture Overview) has been written to identify and describe the 
elements required within the infrastructure, their relationships and the responsibility for drafting 
relevant specifications. It should be read in conjunction with this document to better understand the 
context within which these IRs will be applied. 
 

3 Scope of this document 
 
The scope of this document is to detail the INSPIRE technical requirements for Discovery and View 
services into Implementing Rules, such that these services can be implemented consistently across 
Europe.  
 
These Implementing Rules are, as much as possible, in conformance with European and international 
standards, current practices in stakeholder communities and relevant European initiatives such as                   
e-Government, and the EU interoperability framework. 
 
The INSPIRE Directive requires that Member States 
 
(Article 11) 
- shall establish and operate a network of the following services for the spatial data sets and 

services for which metadata have been created in accordance with this Directive: 
(a) discovery services making it possible to search for spatial data sets and services on the basis 

of the content of the corresponding metadata and to display the content of the metadata; 
(b) view services making it possible, as a minimum, to display, navigate, zoom in/out, pan, or 

overlay viewable spatial data sets and to display legend information and any relevant content 
of metadata; 

(c) download services, enabling copies of spatial datasets, or parts of such sets, to be 
downloaded and, where practicable, accessed directly; 

(d) transformation services, enabling spatial data sets to be transformed with a view to achieving 
interoperability; and 
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(e) services allowing spatial data services to be invoked. 
Those services shall take into account relevant user requirements and shall be easy to use, 
available to the public and accessible via the Internet or any other appropriate means of 
telecommunication. 

 
(Article 12) 
- shall ensure that public authorities are given the technical possibility to link their spatial data sets 

and services to the network referred to in Article 11. 
 
Performance criteria for INSPIRE Network Services are required in Article 16 of the INSPIRE 
Directive : 
 
(Article 16) 
- Rules for implementation designed to amend non-essential elements of this Chapter by 

supplementing it, shall be adopted in accordance with the regulatory procedure with scrutiny 
referred to in Article 22(3), and shall in particular lay down the following : 

(a) technical specifications for the services referred to in Articles 11 and 12 and minimum 
performance criteria for those services, taking account of existing reporting 
requirements and recommendations adopted within the framework of Community 
environmental legislation, existing e-commerce services and technological progress ; 

 
And in Recital 17: 
 
Network services are necessary for sharing spatial data between the various levels of public authority 
in the Community. Those network services should make it possible to discover, transform, view and 
download spatial data and to invoke spatial data and e-commerce services. The services of the 
network should work in accordance with commonly agreed specifications and minimum performance 
criteria in order to ensure the interoperability of the infrastructures established by the Member States. 
The network of services should also include the technical possibility to enable public authorities to 
make their spatial data sets and services available. 
 
The Network Services Implementing Rules shall be based on the following principles: 
 

• easy to use, available to the public and accessible via the Internet or any other appropriate 
means of telecommunication (Article 11, 1); 

• take into account technological progress and minimum performance criteria (Article 16, a); and 
• based on infrastructures for spatial information established and operated by the Member 

States (Directive recitals). 
 
The Implementing Rules for the Network Services will in particular address: 

• General architectural model 
• Security (access to the service and data transfer) when applicable 
• Multilingualism as requested by INSPIRE. 
• Compliance with services metadata 
• Technical architectures and protocols 
• End-users’ needs. 

 
The arrangements for the exchange of spatial data and the INSPIRE geo-portal are not formally part 
of the Network Services Implementing Rules development, but will nevertheless play an important 
role. Following the INSPIRE proposal, the arrangements for the exchange of spatial data depends on 
the harmonized data specifications implementation rules for its technical content. In addition, the 
INSPIRE geo-portal will not be part of the Network Services Implementing Rules as it is for 
Commission internal development. 
 
The INSPIRE Directive refers to e-commerce services,: 
- by way of derogation from Article 11(1), Member States may limit public access to spatial data 

sets and services through the services (Article 13-1); 
- Member States shall ensure that e-commerce services are available. Such services may be 

covered by disclaimers, click-licences or, where necessary, licences (Article 14-4); and  
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- technical specifications for the services … , taking account of existing reporting requirements and 
recommendations adopted within the framework of Community environmental legislation, existing 
e-commerce services and technological progress (Article 16-a). 

 
E-commerce services specifications and Implementing Rules may refer to existing European/National 
legal frameworks and relevant technical documents whenever applicable. For example, the Directive 
2000/31/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2000 defines legal aspects of 
information society services, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal Market ('Directive on 
electronic commerce'). Particular attention will be required on Digital Rights Management and its 
relationship to e-commerce services. 
 
 

4 Normative references  
 
These implementation rules incorporate, by dated or undated reference, provisions from other 
publications. For dated references, subsequent amendments to or revisions of any of these 
publications apply to these implementations rules only when incorporated in it by amendment or 
revision. For undated references the latest edition of the publication referred to applies (including 
amendments).  
 
These normative references are cited at the appropriate places in the text and the publications are 
listed hereafter: 
 
ISO/IEC 2382-1: 1993, Information technology – Vocabulary – Part 1: Fundamental terms 
 
ISO TS 15000/3: 2004, Electronic business eXtensible Markup Language (ebXML) - Part 3: Registry 
information model specification (ebRIM). 
 
ISO 15836: 2003, Information and documentation- The Dublin Core metadata element set 
 
ISO 19115: 2003, Geographic information – Metadata 
 
ISO 19115/Cor.1:2006, Geographic information – Metadata, Technical Corrigendum 1 
 
ISO 19119:2005, Geographic information – Services 
 
ISO 19119:2005 PDAM 1, Geographic information – Services 
 
ISO 19128:2005(E) - Geographic information — Web map server interface 
 
ISO/TS 19139:2006, Geographic information - Metadata - Implementation specification 
 

ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2 - Rules for the structure and drafting of International Standards 

OGC 07-006, OGC CSW, OGC™ Catalogue Services Specification, version 2.0.2 (Corrigendum 
Release 2). 
 
OGC 07-045, CSW ISO AP, OGC™ Catalogue Services Specification 2.0.2 - ISO Metadata 
Application Profile for CSW 2.0, version 1.0 (2007). 
 
OGC 05-025r2, CSW ebRIM AP, OGC™ Catalogue Services — ebRIM (ISO/TS 15000-3) profile of 
CSW, version 0.10.2 (2005). 
 
OGC 06-079r2, CSW EO AP, OGC™ Catalogue Service Implementation Specification 2.0.1 (with 
corrigendum) - EO Application Profile for CSW 2.0, version 0.1.8 (2006). 
 
OGC 06-129, CSW FGDC CSDGM AP, OGC™ Catalogue Service Implementation Specification 2.0.1 
- FGDC CSDGM Application Profile for CSW 2.0, draft version 0.0.11 (2006). 
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OGC 04-095, OGC FE, Filter Encoding Implementation Specification, version 1.1.0 (May 2005) 
 
OGC 05-008, OGC OWS, OGC Web Services Common Specification, version 1.0 (May 2005) 
 
OGC 06-042, OGC WMS - Web Map Service Implementation Specification, version: 1.3 
 
OGC-05-078r1, OGC SLD, Styled Layer Descriptor Implementation Specification, version 1.1.0  
 
OGC 06-180, OWS4 - GeoDSS Multilingual Interoperability Program Report (2006/11/28) 
 
EUR 20120 – Map projection for Europe – Institute for environment and sustainability, JRC, 
Eurogeographics – 2001 
 
W3C Recommendation (24 June 2003): SOAP Version 1.2 Part 1: Messaging Framework, 
http://www.w3.org/TR/SOAP/ 
 
W3C. QoS for Web Services: Requirements and Possible Approaches. http://www.w3c.or.kr/kr-
office/TR/2003/ws-qos/ 
 
OASIS. Quality Model for Web Services : http://www.oasis-
open.org/committees/download.php/15910/WSQM-ver-2.0.doc 
 

INSPIRE - Draft Implementing Rules for Metadata IR v2 (Feb. 2007) 

INSPIRE - Draft Implementing Rules for Metadata IR v3 (Oct. 2007) 

INSPIRE - Relation between EN ISO 19115 and 19119 and the elements of the INSPIRE draft 
metadata implementing rules (Nov. 2007) 

 

5 Terms and definitions 
 
This section contains an alphabetical list of the terms and definitions that are used in this document.  

5.1 Definitions 

5.1.1 availability 
Probability that the INSPIRE service is up. 

5.1.2 capacity 
Limit of the number of simultaneous service requests which should be provided with guaranteed 
performance. 

5.1.3 data 
Reinterpretable representation of information in a formalised manner suitable for communication, 
interpretation or processing (ISOIEC23821). 
 
Note: Data can be any form of information. Data may refer to any electronic file, no matter what the 
format: e.g. a database or binary data, text, images. Everything read and written by a computer can be 
considered data except for instructions in a program that are executed (software). 

5.1.4 datasets 
Identifiable collection of data (ISO19101). 
 

http://www.w3.org/TR/SOAP/
http://www.w3c.or.kr/kr-office/TR/2003/ws-qos/
http://www.w3c.or.kr/kr-office/TR/2003/ws-qos/
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/15910/WSQM-ver-2.0.doc
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/15910/WSQM-ver-2.0.doc
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Note: A dataset may have a hierarchical structure. Theoretically, a dataset may be as small as a 
single feature or feature attribute contained within a larger dataset. A hardcopy map or chart may be 
considered a dataset. 

5.1.5 dataset series 
Collection of datasets sharing the same product specification (ISO19115). 

5.1.6 discovery 
The inquiry of the nature and content of a spatial resource. 

5.1.7 discovery service 
Distinct part of the functionality that is provided by an entity through interfaces for the inquiry of the 
nature and content of a spatial resource. 

5.1.8 feature 
Abstraction of real-world phenomena. A feature may occur as a type or an instance (ISO 19101). 

5.1.9 interoperability 
The possibility for spatial datasets to be combined, and for services to interact, without repetitive 
manual intervention, in such a way that the result is coherent and the added value of the datasets and 
services is enhanced (INSPIRE Directive). 

5.1.10 metadata 
Information describing spatial datasets and spatial data services and making it possible to discover, 
inventory and use them (INSPIRE Directive) 2. 

5.1.11 metadata element 
Discrete unit of metadata (ISO19115). Metadata elements are unique within a metadata entity. 

5.1.12 metadata entity 
Set of metadata elements describing the same aspect of data (ISO19115).  

5.1.13 performance 
Performance is the minimal level by which an objective is considered to be attained. The performance 
of a web service represents how fast a service request can be completed. 

5.1.14 profile 
Set of one or more base standards or subsets of base standards and, where applicable, the 
identification of chosen clauses, classes, options and parameters of those base standards that are 
necessary for accomplishing a particular function (ISO19106). 

5.1.15 quality 
Totality of characteristics of a product that bear on its ability to satisfy stated and implied needs (ISO 
19101). 

5.1.16 register 
Structured storage containing identifiers assigned to items with descriptions of the associated items 
(ISO19135). 

                                                      
2  This definition of metadata originates from the Directive. It is compatible with the general definition of metadata 
provided in ISO 19115 and the OGC abstract specification for metadata: “data about data and services”. It clarifies the expected 
role of metadata within the INSPIRE Infrastructure 
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5.1.17 registry 
Information system on which a register is maintained (ISO19135). 
 

5.1.18 regulatory 
Quality aspect of the Web service in conformance with the rules, the law, compliance with standards, 
and the established service level agreement. 

5.1.19 reliability 
Represents the ability of a web service to perform its required functions under stated conditions for a 
specified time interval. 

5.1.20 resource 
Asset or means that fulfils a requirement. Example: dataset, service, document, person or 
organisation. 

5.1.21 security 
Quality aspect of the Web service of providing confidentiality and non-repudiation by authenticating 
the parties involved, encrypting messages, and providing access control. 

5.1.22 service 
Distinct part of the functionality that is provided by an entity through interfaces (ISO19119). In 
computing terms, a service is an application that provides information and/or functionality to other 
applications. Services are typically non-human-interactive applications that run on servers and interact 
with applications via an interface. 
 
Note: This distinct part of the functionality is a computation performed on one side of an interface in 
response to a request made on the other side of the interface. 
 
Note: Some services may be not available via the network, where data may be on offline media. 

5.1.23 service request 
Operation specified by a service. Example : GETCAPABILITIES, GETMAP, GETFEATURE, 
GETRECORDS. 

5.1.24 spatial data 
Any data with a direct or indirect reference to a specific location or geographic area. 

5.1.25 spatial resource 
Asset or means that fulfils a requirement and has a direct or indirect reference to a specific location or 
geographic area. Example: dataset, dataset series, service. 
 

5.2 Abbreviations 
 
AP Application Profile 
CEN  Comité Européen de Normalisation 
CEN TC287  CEN Technical Committee 287 Geographic Information 
CGDI Canadian Geospatial Data Infrastructure  
CRS Coordinate Reference System 
CSDGM  Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata 
CSW  OGC Catalogue Service for the Web 
DCP Distributed Computing Platform 
DRM Digital Right Management 
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ebXML E-Business eXtensible Markup Language 
ebRIM  E-Business Registry Information Model 
EO Earth Observation 
EPSG European Petroleum Survey Group 
EU  European Union 
FGDC Federal Geographic Data Committee 
Galileo  EU Satellite Navigation System 
GEO United Nation’s Global Environment Outlook 
GMES  Global Monitoring for Environment and Security 
GML  Geography Markup Language 
GOS Geospatial One-Stop Portal 
GSDI  Global Spatial Data Infrastructure 
IR  Implementing Rule 
ISO  International Standardisation Organisation 
ISO/IEC  ISO/International Electrotechnical Commission 
ISO/TC211  ISO Technical Committee 211 Geographic information/Geomatics 
JRC  European Commission Directorate General Joint Research Centre 
LMO  Legally Mandate Organisation 
MS Member State 
NSDI National Spatial Data Infrastructure 
OASIS Organisation for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards 
OGC  Open Geospatial Consortium 
OSF  Open Software Foundation 
PSI  Public Sector Information 
SDIC  Spatial Data Interest Community 
SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol 
UDDI Universal Description, Discovery and Integration 
UML  Unified Modelling Language 
UN/CEFACT  United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business 
URI  Uniform Resource Identifier 
URL  Uniform Resource Locator 
UUID  Universally Unique IDentifier 
W3C World Wide Web Consortium 
WCS  Web Coverage Server 
WFS  Web Feature Server 
WMS  Web Map Server 
WSDL Web Services Description Language 
WS-I  Web Services Interoperability 
XML  eXtensible Markup Language 
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6 Architecture for INSPIRE services 
 
The INSPIRE Architecture is described in two documents: 
 

• The INSPIRE Technical Architecture Overview: this document provides an overview of the 
current understanding of the technical architecture of INSPIRE. It illustrates the required 
elements within the infrastructure, their relationships and the responsible party for drafting the 
relevant specification. This is work-in-progress and it may change as a result of further 
discussions. 
 

• The D3.5 Network Services Architecture document: this document is the technical content of 
the INSPIRE Architecture from the Network Services Drafting Team point of view. It defines 
the INSPIRE network services infrastructure, how INSPIRE services are connected to portals 
or applications through an INSPIRE Service Bus. This three-tier architecture is composed of 
the INSPIRE User layer, the INSPIRE Geo-portal, and the Members States services and 
portals. 

 
• The architecture also describes the “horizontal services”, not mandated by the Directive but 

necessary to allow INSPIRE services to integrate with e-commerce services, for instance, 
authentication, authorisation, pricing and so on. INSPIRE horizontal services will be 
implemented using the OGC GeoDRM framework. 

 
The architecture documents refered to above are not normative but, rather, informative, to define in 
which context the INSPIRE network services will have to be implemented. 
 
Protocol bindings 
 
One of the requirements specified in the D3.5 Network Services Architecture document is the use of 
SOAP bindings for all INSPIRE Network Services. The link with legacy systems and the constraints 
they put on the technical specifications and the definition of the IRs has also been explicitly 
considered. In the D3.5 Network Services Architecture document it is proposed to implement INSPIRE 
services as web services, as defined by W3C in http://www.w3c.org/TR/ws-arch/. According to this 
definition, a web service is a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine 
interaction over a network. A web service has an interface described in a machine-processable format 
(specifically WSDL). Other systems interact with the web service in a manner prescribed by its 
description using SOAP messages, typically conveyed using HTTP with an XML serialization in 
conjunction with other Web-related standards. 
 
Therefore, for INSPIRE Services SOAP bindings are mandatory. Only SOAP messaging (via 
HTTP/POST) with document/literal style shall be used. Messages shall conform to SOAP 
(http://www.w3.org/TR/SOAP). The message payload shall be in the body of the SOAP envelope. All 
operations of the INSPIRE services implementation specifications shall support the embedding of 
requests and responses in SOAP messages.  
 

http://www.w3c.org/TR/ws-arch/
http://www.w3.org/TR/SOAP
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7 Discovery Services 
 

7.1 The Directive’s Requirements for Discovery Services 
 
In article 11, the INSPIRE Directive specifies what Discovery Services should offer from a functional 
point of view: 
 
Article 11 
− 1. Member States shall establish and operate a network of the following services for the spatial 

datasets and services for which metadata have been created in accordance with this Directive:  
o (a) discovery services making it possible to search for spatial datasets and spatial data 

services on the basis of the content of the corresponding metadata and to display the content 
of the metadata; and 

o (b) …those services shall take into account relevant user requirements and shall be easy to 
use, available to the public and accessible via the Internet or any other appropriate means of 
telecommunication. 

 
− (2) For the purposes of the services referred to in point (a) of paragraph 1, as a minimum the 

following combination of search criteria shall be implemented: 
o (a) keywords; 
o (b) classification of spatial data and services; 
o (c) spatial data quality and accuracy; 
o (d) degree of conformity with the implementing rules provided for in Article 7(1); 
o (e) geographical location; 
o (f) conditions applying to the access to and use of spatial datasets and services; and 
o (g) the public authorities responsible for the establishment, management, maintenance and 

distribution of spatial datasets and services. 
 
The network of services should also include the technical possibility to enable public authorities to 
make their spatial datasets and services available. In article 12, the INSPIRE Directive specifies that 
Member States shall ensure that public authorities are given the technical possibility to link their 
spatial datasets and services to the network referred to in Article 11(1). This service shall also be 
made available upon request to third parties whose spatial datasets and services comply with 
implementing rules laying down obligations with regard, in particular, to metadata, network services 
and interoperability. This ‘linking’ service is also offered in the context of a discovery service as a 
capability of the discovery service. 
 
Some additional functional and non-functional requirements for discovery are outlined within the 
preamble of the INSPIRE Directive:  
 
(5) INSPIRE should be based on the infrastructures for spatial information that are created by the 
Member States and that are made compatible with common implementing rules and are 
supplemented with measures at Community level. These measures should ensure that the 
infrastructures for spatial information created by the Member States are compatible and usable in a 
Community and transboundary context. 
 
(6) The infrastructures for spatial information in the Member States should be designed to ensure that 
spatial data are stored, made available and maintained at the most appropriate level; that it is possible 
to combine spatial data from different sources across the Community in a consistent way and share 
them between several users and applications; that for spatial data collected at one level of public 
authority to be shared between other authorities; that spatial data are made available under conditions 
which do not unduly restrict their extensive use; that it is easy to discover available spatial data, to 
evaluate suitability for the purpose and to know the conditions applicable to their use. 
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(15) The loss of time and resources in searching for existing spatial data or establishing whether they 
may be used for a particular purpose is a key obstacle to the full exploitation of the data available. 
Member States should therefore provide descriptions of available spatial datasets and services in the 
form of metadata. 
 
(16) Since the wide diversity of formats and structures in which spatial data are organised and 
accessed in the Community hampers the efficient formulation, implementation, monitoring and 
evaluation of Community legislation that directly or indirectly affect the environment, implementing 
measures should be provided for in order to facilitate the use of spatial data from different sources 
across the Member States. Those measures should be designed to make the spatial datasets 
interoperable, and Member States should ensure that any data or information needed for the purposes 
of achieving interoperability are available on conditions that do not restrict their use for that purpose. 
Implementing rules should be based, where possible, on international standards and should not result 
in excessive costs for Member States. 
 
(17) Network services are necessary for sharing spatial data between the various levels of public 
authority in the Community. Those network services should make it possible to discover, transform, 
view and download spatial data and to invoke spatial data and e-commerce services. The services of 
the network should work in accordance with commonly agreed specifications and minimum 
performance criteria in order to ensure the interoperability of the infrastructures established by the 
Member States. The network of services should also include the technical possibility to enable public 
authorities to make their spatial datasets and services available. 
 

7.2 Scope of discovery 
 
The Discovery Services Implementing Rule (IR) defines the INSPIRE technical requirements for 
discovery of spatial data and services in such a way that these services can be implemented 
consistently across Europe.   
 
The main purpose of discovery is to find spatial resources and enable their use by the user community 
and others, both within and beyond the original community of interest. The Discovery Service applies 
to both spatial data and services, and is intended to support interoperability in Europe and to meet 
local, national and European requirements. 
 
The Discovery Services IR defines the specific requirements and also gives a long-term vision. The 
Discovery Services IR is based on the following principles: it complies with European and international 
standards, current practices in stakeholder communities and relevant European initiatives such as                     
e-Government, the EU interoperability framework and the other INSPIRE Implementing Rules (IRs) 
(see chapter 7.3.3 about standards and Annex B.). 
 
The IR on Discovery Services is restricted here to the discovery of dataset metadata and services 
metadata as outlined in the INSPIRE Directive by article 11 (a); discovery services making it possible 
to search for spatial datasets and spatial data services on the basis of the content of the 
corresponding metadata and to display the content of the metadata. Metadata on topics that are 
related to registers and the Registry Service are out of scope in the INSPIRE IRs for Discovery 
Services (see INSPIRE Technical Architecture Overview document).  
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7.3 Background on IR for Discovery Services 
 

7.3.1 Discovery services detailed definition 
 
Within the geographic community various names have been assigned to instruments for discovering 
spatial data through metadata properties. Examples are "Catalogue Services" (Open Geospatial 
Consortium), "Spatial Data Directory" (Australian Spatial Data Infrastructure), "Clearinghouse" 
(Netherlands, United States NSDI), “Geographic Catalogue” (Swiss NSDI) and “Geodata Discovery 
Service” (Canada CGDI). In INSPIRE these services are called Discovery Services. 
 
Although they have different names, the goals of discovering spatial data through the metadata 
properties they report are the same. Metadata is the information and documentation that makes 
resources understandable and sharable for users over time. Searchable metadata provide a 
disciplined vocabulary against which spatial search can be performed.  
 
Discovery Services can be defined in different ways: 
 
− Catalogue service is a “service that provides discovery and management services on a store of 

metadata about instances. The metadata may be for dataset instances, e.g., dataset catalogue, or 
may contain service metadata, e.g., service catalogue” (ISO19119).  

 
− “A Discovery Service is a service that facilitates the process of performing discovery. It is a logical 

role and could be performed by either the requester agent, the provider agent or some other 
agent“  (World wide web Consortium; http://www.w3.org/TR/ws-arch/#wsdisc). 

 
− “Catalogue is the set of service interfaces which support organization, discovery, and access of 

geographic information” (The OpenGIS Abstract Specification on Catalogue Services). 
 
− “The Geodata Discovery Service is a CGDI specification to search Geodata Resource Registries 

and to retrieve metadata about geospatial data” (GeoConnections, 2004).  
 
In all definitions a Discovery Service gives access to catalogue–stored metadata about spatial 
resources. Catalogues have three essential purposes (Smits et al. 2004): 
• To assist in the organization and management of diverse spatial data and services for discovery 

and access.  
• To discover resource information from diverse sources. 
• To provide a means of locating, retrieving and storing the resources indexed by the catalogue. 
 
INSPIRE Discovery Services provide the functionality to search through catalogues. In other words, 
INSPIRE Discovery Services offer functionality to search catalogues that contain metadata about 
spatial data and services within the context of the INSPIRE Directive. Fundamental for the 
Implementing Rules of the INSPIRE Discovery Service are the relevant discovery use cases, the 
specification and standards of the metadata elements of spatial data and services and the available 
adopted implementation standards for Discovery Services. These topics are outlined in the next 
sections.   

7.3.2 General use case for Discovery Services 
 
This section describes essential use cases of Discovery Services. These use cases show interactions 
between providers and users, as well as services. Figure 1 shows the overall system that contains 
major interactions between the actors. An actor is a person, organization, or external system that 
plays a role in one or more interactions with the system. Four actors are identified: 
1. Publisher: A publisher publishes metadata descriptions to a catalogue. By doing so, the publisher 

enables the discovery of that description record by a requestor. This actor is also the owner of the 
resource that is described. 

http://www.w3.org/TR/ws-arch/#wsdisc
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2. Requestor: This actor searches for metadata records in a catalogue service, either by browsing or 
through more complicated queries. 

3. Discovery Service: This is a system that handles the discovery and publishing of metadata entries. 
Furthermore, this actor has the ability to harvest metadata records from other catalogue services. 

4. Administrator: This actor manages the establishment and maintenance of the Discovery Service 
using metadata management tools.  

 
 

publisher

describe

publish

discover

harvest

managediscovery servicerequestor administrator
 

 
Figure 1: Discovery Services use case 

 
Within the domain of Discovery Service five use cases are essential: describe, publish, discover, 
manage and harvest.  
 
Describe use case 
A publisher describes resources. The publisher owns the resource. As an alternative, the publisher 
might be an intermediary who does not own the resource but describes metadata descriptions of 
spatial resources on behalf of a publisher. The Describe use case has no connection with the actor 
Discovery Service and is not therefore within the scope of the Discovery Services IRs. The description 
of metadata is an essential use case for the Metadata IRs. 
 
Publish use case 
A publisher publishes metadata records (or part thereof) in a catalogue. The publisher owns the 
resource. As an alternative, the publisher might be a broker that does not own the resource but 
describes and publishes metadata of spatial resources to a catalogue on behalf of a publisher.  
 
Discovery use case 
A requestor discovers metadata in a catalogue either by browsing the content of the catalogue or by 
placing certain query terms using a client application (see figure 2). If a spatial resource is discovered 
that fits the search terms, the requestor can bind to this spatial resource to e.g. view or download in 
accordance with the information in the result sets of the Discovery Service. 
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Figure 2: User interface example of discovery use case 
 
Harvest use case 
A Discovery Service may harvest metadata records from distributed catalogue service or file system 
(e.g. XML resource).  
 
Manage use case 
The management use case is the responsibility of administrators, i.e. a wide range of actors involved 
in the establishment and maintenance of the Discovery Service using metadata management tools. In 
this use case the actor is called an administrator. An administrator manages the Discovery Service. 
This includes tasks such as: 
• Reviewing and certification of registered users and/or publishers. 
• Link to distributed catalogues. 
• Task scheduling. 
• Monitoring of the quality and performance of remote Discovery Services. 
 

7.3.3 Implementation standards for Discovery Services 

7.3.3.1 A standards based approach 
Many factors encourage the adoption of a standards-based approach for the Discovery Services 
Implementing Rules. First of all, the INSPIRE Directive requires a standards-based approach when 
possible. This is outlined in article 20: The implementing rules referred to in this Directive shall take 
due account of standards adopted by European standardisation bodies in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in Directive 98/34/EC, as well as international standards; (and also outlined in 
recital 28). 
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Furthermore, the standards-based approach is particularly applicable to the INSPIRE context 
considering the following: 
1. The standardisation activity in the area of Discovery Services has reached a sufficient level of 

maturity. Interface standards for Discovery Services in the spatial domain are available since the 
publication of Catalogue Services specifications of OGC (OGC CSW). 

2. In Europe the INSPIRE reference materials provided by the INSPIRE community for the 
establishment of these Implementing Rules show a general endorsement of this international 
standard by the different European actors of the geographic information domain. INSPIRE LMOs 
and SDICs either have already adopted international metadata standards and international 
Discovery Services standards or have ongoing activities to adopt it (see Annex B). 

3. The importance of using Discovery Services standards to support the implementation of a (Global) 
Spatial Data Infrastructure has been demonstrated by the different initiatives conducted since the 
early 90s, particularly in the United States, Canada and Australia: 
• United States Geospatial One-stop Portal (GOS): http://gos2.geodata.gov 
• Canadian Spatial Data Infrastructure (CGDI): http://www.geoconnections.org  
• The Australian Spatial Data Directory: http://asdd.ga.gov.au/asdd 
• Global SDI initiatives overview of SDI discovery portals: http://www.gsdi.org/SDILinks.asp 

 
A standards-based approach is considered the best answer to the requirements of INSPIRE. In Annex 
A implementation standards for register-based discovery are outlined. It ensures the conformance to 
the European and International Standards, and complies with the current practices in stakeholder 
communities. 
 
  
 

7.3.3.2 Deployment of catalogue standards in the EU  
One of the requirements that is stressed within the preamble of the INSPIRE Directive (5)3 and (16)4 
and in article 1 (2) of the INSPIRE Directive is the use of international standards for catalogue 
implementations and their deployment in order to prevent excessive investments within Member 
States (see also section 4.4.1). This is outlined in article 1 (2): INSPIRE shall build upon 
infrastructures for spatial information established and operated by the Member States. From this 
perspective it is necessary to have insight into the deployment of catalogue standards in the EU.  
 
As far as the deployment of the catalogue standards in the EU is concerned, three sources of 
information were available: 
 
1. INSPIRE reference material analysis on metadata (INSPIRE DT Metadata, 2006); 
2. INSPIRE reference material analysis on Network Services; and 
3. INSPIRE metadata survey by Novak and Craglia (2006).  
 
The INSPIRE reference material analysis on Metadata and  Network Services gives almost no insight 
on the deployment of Catalogue Service standards in Europe (see also Annex B). The INSPIRE 
survey of Novak and Craglia (2006) shows the deployment of Catalogue Service standards by the 
INSPIRE SDICs and LMOs. OGC standards are applied to 39% of all metadata holdings5 (see figure 
3). The GM03 (INTERLIS) is applied to 3% of metadata holdings. The category ”other standards” (8%) 
encompasses the standards not mentioned before, mainly national or proprietary ones (i.e. FGDC, 
                                                      
3  INSPIRE Directive preamble (5) INSPIRE should be based on the infrastructures for spatial information that are 
created by the Member States and that are made compatible with common implementing rules, and are supplemented with 
measures at Community level. These measures should ensure that the infrastructures for spatial information created by the 
Member States are compatible and usable in a Community and trans-boundary context. 
4  INSPIRE Directive preamble (16) Since the wide diversity of formats and structures in which spatial data are 
organized and accessed in the Community hampers the efficient formulation, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of 
Community legislation that directly or indirectly affects the environment, implementing measures should be provided for in order 
to facilitate the use of spatial data from different sources across the Member States. Those measures should be designed to 
make the spatial datasets interoperable, and Member States should ensure that any data or information needed for the 
purposes of achieving interoperability are available on conditions that do not restrict their use for that purpose. Implementing 
rules should be based, where possible, on international standards and should not result in excessive costs for Member States. 
5  This number includes also 6% of the instances when metadata holdings did not sufficiently describe the standard’s 
name (OGC NSI), and 3% of OGC CSW 1.0. 

http://gos2.geodata.gov/
http://www.geoconnections.org/
http://asdd.ga.gov.au/asdd
http://www.gsdi.org/SDILinks.asp
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OLIB, CEOS/CIP, ISO 19139-DEProfile, NOKIS-Schema, CERA / html GUI, DIF, DC). A total of 6% of 
the forms included information that was not sufficient (NSI), while voids appeared in 44% of instances. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Catalogue Service standards adopted in Europe (Novak and Craglia, 2006) 

7.3.4 Requirements related to discovery services integration 
 
An issue within the scope of the INSPIRE Directive and the Discovery Services IRs is the handling of 
the distributed catalogues and the publication of metadata in the catalogues repository. This topic is 
outlined within the article 12 of the INSPIRE Directive: Member States shall ensure that public authorities are 
given the technical possibility to link their spatial datasets and services to the network referred to in Article 11(1). This 
service shall also be made available upon request to third parties whose spatial datasets and services comply with 
implementing rules laying down obligations with regard, in particular, to metadata, network services and 
interoperability.  
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The technical possibility to enable public authorities to link their spatial datasets and services available 
to the network is related to both publish and harvest use cases of the Discovery Service. Both use 
cases relate to the distributed catalogue concept that allows distributed search and catalogue and 
resource harvesting. In addition, the way catalogue distribution and topology is set up and searched 
(centralized/harvested or distributed/real-time) will affect discovery performance.  
 
The question of catalogue distribution also influences the development of an INSPIRE geo-portal, as 
outlined in the preamble of the INSPIRE Directive: (20): In order to assist the integration of the 
national infrastructures into INSPIRE, Member States should provide access to their infrastructures 
through a Community geo-portal operated by the Commission, as well as through any access points 
they themselves decide to operate. Therefore, in this section aspects of distributed search and 
harvesting are discussed.   
 
Distributed search 
Distributed search allows a user to query distributed collections of spatial data through their metadata 
descriptions. The idea of a distributed search is to start a search from a known node and to search 
transitively a given number of catalogues with the same set of “queryables”. The Catalogue Service 
Broker is the starting point for a distributed6 search. Figure 4 shows the basic interactions of a 
requestor (individuals or organisations) involved in discovery of spatial data and services. A requestor 
interested in locating spatial data and services uses a search User Interface (portal, application), fills 
out a search form, specifying queries for data with certain properties. The search request is passed to 
the Catalogue Service Broker. The Catalogue Service Broker will query the Registry Service for 
metadata on remote Catalogue Services where it can request metadata during a federated search.  
Then the Catalogue Service Broker poses the query of one or more registered distributed Catalogue 
Services. In general, the User Interface will invoke the Registry Service too, e.g. for search of 
Catalogue Services. Each Catalogue Service manages a collection of metadata records. Within the 
metadata records there are instructions on how to access the spatial data being described. Therefore 
the main focus of the Catalogue Service Broker is to integrate one or more external (remote or 
distributed) catalogues in its distributed search.  
 

deliver entries of

searches distributed

post a query torequestor

user interface

Catalog Service Broker

metadata

Catalog Service
Catalog Service

Catalog Service

searches
Registry Service

metadata

deliver entries of

post a query to

 
Figure 4: Interaction diagram of distributed Catalogue Services from a user point of view 

 
Distributed search means that a user-driven query is routed by the Broker to one or more distributed 
Catalogue Services. The results of these distributed queries are added to the result list (together with 
an identifier where the specific metadata record is originated) and send to the user. The advantage of 
this approach is that the received metadata records are up to date. The disadvantage is that the 
response time of the overall query depends on the slowest distributed catalogue (or the timeout 
interval as defined for this catalogue in the administration part of the Catalogue Service Broker), thus a 
query may take some time. Furthermore, if the distributed catalogue is “down” it provides no results.  
 

                                                      
6  A distributed search is synonymous with remote or federated search. 
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Harvesting 
 
With harvesting querying a distributed catalogue is not necessary. Instead, metadata is added to the 
local storage of the Discovery Service Broker by providing access to resources files. On the client side 
interface of the Discovery Service Broker, the administrator initializes one or more scheduled 
harvesting “jobs”. By starting the harvesting request, the resource file is initially requested, validated 
and optionally transformed and stored in the local repository that will be searched in the next query 
request. The harvesting process is asynchronous and will be repeated periodically, depending on the 
given harvesting interval. The metadata provider might update the resource files on his local web 
server. The updated metadata will be retrieved with the next harvesting interval. Any time the 
Catalogue Broker has harvested the remote catalogue the provider of this catalogue is informed, e.g. 
by email. This is also the case if some errors occur during harvesting.  
 
Catalogue harvesting provides a mechanism to harvest the entire content of a distributed catalogue. 
The Discovery Service Broker sends a request to the Discovery Service to receive any metadata 
record that could be requested and stores it in its local storage (together with an identifier of where the 
metadata record is originated). The advantage of this approach is that it is relatively fast, as a query 
does not depend on the run-time behaviour of different distributed catalogues, but only depends on 
the performance of the Discovery Service Broker. The disadvantage is that cached metadata sets may 
not be up to date, as the caching intervals may be longer than the update interval of the metadata set 
stored at the distributed provider’s side. Deleting a harvesting job is very straightforward; if harvesting 
fails consecutively for a number of times (based on the configuration), the Discovery Service Broker 
assumes that the provider has removed the resource from the web server and thus both the 
harvesting job and the associated metadata record are deleted.  
 

7.3.5 Summary and conclusion 
 
The INSPIRE Implementing Rules for Discovery Services need a standards-based approach. For 
Discovery Services several international standards exist (see Annex A) . Work has been done here by 
the international standardization organisations ISO/TC211, OGC and CEN/TC287, as acknowledged 
recently by ISO TC211 (2007).  
 
The OGC Catalogue Service for the Web specification is the most widely adopted standard for the 
INSPIRE SDICs and LMOs. It offers the functionality needed to fulfil the INSPIRE use cases for 
discovery. It is implemented in number off-the-shelf implementation products. Different application 
profiles can be developed for specific spatial domains. Several application profiles already exist in 
different stages of maturity.  
 
Regarding the choice of an international catalogue standard as the INSPIRE Discovery Service, 
further requirements are set by the Metadata IRs. The INSPIRE metadata elements are defined at an 
abstract level to allow independence from specific implementation standards. However, the standards- 
based approach as adopted in the INSPIRE Metadata instructions document “Relation between EN 
ISO 19115 and 19119 and the elements of the INSPIRE draft metadata implementing rules” illustrates 
the application of the ISO 19115/19119 information model that covers metadata about spatial data and 
services as requested by the INSPIRE Directive. ISO 19115/19119 is well implemented in Europe as 
shown in a recent INSPIRE survey. ISO 19115 and ISO 19119 offer encoding through their ISO/TS 
19139 XML Schema implementation. 
 
In the next chapter the implementing rules for the INSPIRE Discovery Services are outlined. They 
have been defined as a result of analysing the requirements as defined by the Directive, the INSPIRE 
Metadata draft IRs, the INSPIRE Network Services architecture reference model (D3.5 INSPIRE NS 
DT Architecture) and the availability, maturity and deployment of catalogue standards in Europe,  
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7.4 Implementing rules for Discovery Services 

7.4.1 Core requirements for Discovery Services 
 
The overall goal of INSPIRE is to enable interoperability among systems and to share information 
seamlessly across system boundaries. One aspect of this goal is to ensure the location, evaluation 
and access of distributed resources. Interoperability has to be achieved for both service interfaces and 
the supported information models. For discovery of resources metadata elements, catalogue service 
interfaces have to be harmonized in a such a way that a user can query metadata repositories, assess 
the possible use of a resource by metadata element descriptions and, finally, to access resources. 
Access to the catalogue service is fostered by standard interface specifications, which can 
accommodate the use of different abstract metadata standards and related encoding.  
 
In order to provide search support for all search metadata elements as defined by the INSPIRE 
Metadata IRs, the OGC CSW ISO 19115/19119 Application Profile (CSW ISO AP) shall be used as 
the reference specification for the INSPIRE Discovery Service. 
 
The CSW ISO AP conforms to the ISO 19115 and IS0 19119 standards for metadata of spatial data 
(sets) and services. ISO 19115 has a broad adoption in geo-community in Europe. CSW ISO AP 
offers the functionality needed to for the Discovery Services use cases of describe, discover, publish, 
manage and harvest. More than 30 implementations exist of CSW ISO AP. Furthermore, CSW ISO 
AP supports ISO/TS 19139 for XML-based metadata exchange.  

7.4.2 Specific requirements for Discovery Services 

7.4.2.1 Service capabilities  
From the perspective of ease of use, availability and accessibility of the INSPIRE Network Services by 
the Internet, and the requirements of INSPIRE Directive in article 11:  
 
Those services shall take into account relevant user requirements and shall be easy to use, available 
to the public and accessible via the Internet or any other appropriate means of telecommunication. 
 
And article 12 that:  
 
Member States shall ensure that public authorities are given the technical possibility to link their 
spatial datasets and services to the network referred to in Article 11(1). This service shall also be 
made available upon request to third parties whose spatial datasets and services comply with 
implementing rules laying down obligations with regard, in particular, to metadata, network services 
and interoperability, the following specific requirements for the use of the CSW ISO AP as the 
INSPIRE Discovery Services implementation specification shall be applicable.   
 
The CSW ISO AP offers optional capabilities for linking spatial datasets and services to the Network 
as well as operations for transaction and harvesting metadata of spatial datasets and services. In 
order to fulfil the INSPIRE requirements of ease of use, availability, accessibility and performance of 
services discovery and in order to ensure that MS give public authorities the technical possibility to link 
their spatial datasets and services to the network, the CSW ISO AP manager operations for 
transaction and harvesting are mandatory in the context of the INSPIRE Discovery Service (see table 
3).  
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Table 3: CSW ISO AP operations requirements for INSPIRE Discovery Services 

 
 

CSW ISO AP operations 

 

CSW ISO AP operation 
requirements 

 

INSPIRE CSW ISO AP 
operation requirements 

OGC_Service.GetCapabilities mandatory mandatory 
CSW Discovery.DescribeRecord mandatory mandatory 
CSW Discovery.GetDomain mandatory mandatory 
CSW Discovery.GetRecords mandatory mandatory 
CSW Discovery.GetRecordById mandatory mandatory 
CSWT Manager.Harvest Optional mandatory 
CSWT Manager.Transaction Optional mandatory 
 
A 'read-only' CSW ISO AP Catalogue Service has to provide operations labelled 'CSW'. In addition, a 
transactional CSW Catalogue Service has to provide operations labelled 'CSWT'. The additional 
management functions, providing a standardized interface for the active management (transaction by 
a push-model) or the passive management (harvesting pull model) of metadata is mandated to be an 
optional part of the CSW ISO AP. The CSW ISO AP Transaction and Harvest operations are part of 
the manage use case of the Discovery Service.  
 
This offers ease of use and the technical possibility for Member States’ public authorities to link and 
manage (create, delete and update) their metadata of spatial resources to the MS Discovery Service 
repository. Both the Transaction and Harvest operations of the CSW ISO AP are mandatory in order to 
offer Member States and their national data providers a choice between the push or pull management 
model of Discovery Service (see also Annex A for further illustration).  
 

7.4.3 Performance requirements 
The following three criteria shall be monitored and reported as part of the INSPIRE directive: 
- Performance ; 
- Availability ; 
- Capacity. 
The following three criteria may be recommended in the framework of the INSPIRE directive: 
- Reliability ; 
- Security ; 
- Regulatory. 

7.4.3.1 Performance 
The time for sending initial response to service request in normal situation shall be 3 seconds. This 
time includes sending discovery service errors or exceptions. 
For the Discovery Service, this time shall allow to send 250 Metadata records. 
 
Normal situation represents periods out of peak load. It is considered to be 90% of the time. 

7.4.3.2 Availability 
The probability of the Discovery Service to be up shall by 99% of the time, no more than 15 minutes 
downtime per day during working hours. 

7.4.3.3 Capacity 
The minimum number of simultaneous service requests served according to the performance 
requirement shall be 100 for the Discovery Service. 

7.4.3.4 Reliability 
It is recommended to check the INSPIRE metadata specifications conformity through the use of 
reference tests. 
In order to allow comparison between responses, it is also recommended to provide reference 
metadatasets. 
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7.4.3.5 Security 
It is recommended the discovery service to be certified with regard to security regulations. 

7.4.3.6 Regulatory 
It is recommended to check the INSPIRE discovery service specifications through the use of reference 
tests. 
 

7.4.4  Strategy for maintenance 
[ left blank at this step ] 

7.4.4.1 To maintain the discovery service 

7.4.4.2 To maintain the implementing rules 
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8 View Services 
8.1 The Directive’s Requirements for View Services 
In the context of INSPIRE View Services, the following articles from the Directive (PE-
CONS 3685/2006) are of major relevance and are quoted here for convenience reasons:  

 
 
Article 11: 
Member States shall establish and operate a network of the following services for the spatial datasets 
and services for which metadata have been created in accordance with this Directive: 
… 
(b) view services making it possible, as a minimum, to display, navigate, zoom in/out, pan, or overlay 
viewable spatial datasets and to display legend information and any relevant content of metadata; 
 
Article 14: 
Member States may allow a public authority supplying a service referred to in point (b) of Article 11(1) 
to apply charges where such charges secure the maintenance of spatial datasets and corresponding 
data services, especially in cases involving very large volumes of frequently updated data.  
Data made available through the view services referred to in point (b) of Article 11(1) may be in a form 
preventing their reuse for commercial purposes. 
 
Article 15(2): 
Member States shall provide access to the services referred to in Article 11(1) through the Inspire geo-
portal referred to in paragraph 1. Member States may also provide access to those services through 
their own access points. 
 
Article 16: 
Rules for implementation designed to amend non-essential elements of this Chapter by supplementing 
it, shall be adopted in accordance with the regulatory procedure with scrutiny referred to in Article 
22(3), and shall in particular lay down the following: 

(a) Articles 11 and 12 and minimum performance criteria for those services, taking account of 
existing reporting requirements and recommendations adopted within the framework of 
Community environmental legislation, existing e-commerce services and technological 
progress; 

 
Article 20: 
Where organisations established under international law have adopted relevant standards to ensure 
interoperability or harmonization of spatial datasets and services, these standards shall be integrated, 
and the existing technical means shall be referred to, if appropriate, in the implementing rules 
mentioned in this paragraph. 
 
The following sub chapter (8.2) illustrates the understanding of an INSPIRE Vew Service by starting 
with a definition of an INSPIRE View Service and a general View Service use case. Based on this the 
requirements on INSPIRE View Services according to the above mentioned articles get detailed. 
 

8.2 Background on IR for INSPIRE View Service 
8.2.1 View Service definition 
An INSPIRE View Service is a Web service which allows requests over georeferenced data belonging 
to the themes covered by the INSPIRE Directive Annexes, over a spatiotemporal extension, and 
provides a visual representation of these data. 
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8.2.2 General use case for View Services 
 
This section describes essential use cases of View Services. These use cases show interactions 
between providers, users, as well as services. Figure 5 shows the overall system that contains major 
interactions between the actors. An actor is a person, organization or external system that plays a role 
in one or more interactions with the system. Four actors are identified: 
 
1. Publisher: A publisher publishes layers through a View Service. This actor is also the owner of the 

resource that is described. As an alternative, the publisher might be a broker that does not own 
the resource, but describes and publishes layers on behalf of a publisher. A layer is a well defined 
set of INSPIRE features portrayed according to portrayal rules defined for each theme; this set of 
features makes up a basic unit of geographic information that may be requested as a map. 

2. Viewer: This actor asks for layers and visualizes them. 
3. View Service: This is a system that allows the viewing of one or more layers. 
4. Administrator: This actor manages the establishment and maintenance of the View Service.  
 

 
 

Figure 5: View Services use cases 
 
Within the domain of View Service five use cases are essential: publish, discover, request map, 
request info on a feature, and manage. The discover use case is not in the View Service scope but in 
the Discovery Service scope, and it is essential because to view a layer (representing features) it must 
have been discovered first. The discover use case is described in the Discovery Services chapter 
(Paragraph 6.3.2.). 
 
Publish use case 
A publisher publishes layers and owns the resource. As an alternative, the publisher might be a broker 
that does not own the resource, but publishes layers on behalf of a publisher. A layer is a well-defined 
set of INSPIRE features portrayed according to portrayal rules. 
 
Request map use case 
A viewer, once he has discovered the interesting layers (through the discover use case) requests for a 
map for these layers and for the geographic extent he defined thanks to his client application.  
 

view service 

publisher 

viewer 

administrator 

publish 

manage 

request map 

request  Feature Info 
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Figure 6: Request Map result in a client application  

 
Request info on a feature use case 
Once the View Service has sent the map to the client application, a viewer may ask for information on 
a feature he points out on the map.  
 
Manage use case 
An administrator manages the View Service and the related layers served by this service. 
 

8.2.3 Requirements related to View services 
 
Based on the Directive (see chapter 7.1), the following requirements and issues can be seen as 
related to an INSPIRE View Service:  
 

8.2.3.1 Nature of the Metadata  
According to Article 11 metadata for INSPIRE services must be defined. 
a) The metadata of a View Service could be defined: 

- in the service Capabilities, as defined in the WMS Standard ISO19128:2005,§ 7.2.4., are 
mandatory and defined when a WMS is set up. They consist of server's information, supported 
operations, parameters values, dataset metadataURL 

- and also in an optional ISO 19119 structure (XML file) that could be stored in to a catalogue. 
The INSPIRE Metadata Implementing Rules (D3.1) defines ISO 19119 metadata for INSPIRE 
services. 

Service metadata obtained via getCapabilities and catalogue service should be consistent, when 
obtained from the same source. 
 

b) Metadata of the datasets represented in a layer of the View Service are available through a 
metadataURL that shall refer to an existing resource. For INSPIRE these metadata, based on 
ISO19115, are defined in the INSPIRE Metadata Implementing Rules (D3.1). Some information about 
the layer are stored in the Capabilities, and the relationship between Capabilities elements and 
ISO19115 metadata fields is defined in ISO 19128 (table 4). 
 

8.2.3.2  Common Coordinate Reference System  
The View Service must support the overlay of different datasets (Article 11(b) of the INSPIRE 
Directive).These datasets could be defined in different Coordinate Reference Systems (CRS), but 
displayed in a single coordinate reference system. Not only Continental Europe coordinate reference 
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systems must be taken into account but also outermost regions (French overseas departments, the 
Azores, Madeira and the Canary Islands) coordinate reference systems according to article 4.1.(a) of 
the Directive. 
 

8.2.3.3 Temporal data dimension 
Following Article 8.2.d of the directive, the View Service shall address the temporal aspect of the data. 
Therefore for data themes with a temporal component the View Service shall allow visualizing the 
temporal dimension. Different ways of supporting are possible:  

- using the timeline to browse through temporal snapshots of 2-D representations of the data 
theme; 

- allowing time slices along the x-t, y-t or the z-t axis and presenting the result as a 2-D 
representation; and  

- allowing animation of temporally varying data along the x-y-t, x-z-t, or y-z-t axis. 
 

8.2.3.4 View geometry selection  
For three-dimensional and/or temporally-varying data, the View Service shall support geometry 
selection over a vertical or temporal axis. 
 

8.2.3.5 Multiple datasets View Output Format  
The View Service must support the overlay of different datasets. For this reason an INSPIRE View 
Service shall allow at least one raster output format which allows transparency, to enable the views 
overlay at the client side.  
A View Service supporting requests on the temporal dimension can do so by either only providing 2-D 
slices along the x-t, y-t, z-t, x-z or y-z axis) in a raster output format, also allowing respective overlays 
at the client side.  
Moreover, an animated presentation as a sequence of 2-D images along the x-y-z, x-y-t, x-z-t, or y-z-t 
axis can be supported by a View Service. However, with today’s multimedia formats this will not allow 
overlaying the responses of several View Services at the client side.  

8.2.3.6 Styling 
Using the same style to display the same themes all over Europe is not an explicit requirement for 
View Service, but to it is considered as a part of the interoperability requirement: datasets belonging to 
the same theme shall be rendered following the same portrayal rules, in a default rendering style. This 
style shall be defined for each layer across Europe. 
 

8.2.3.7 Geo Rights Management 
The datasets used by an INSPIRE View Service may be served in a protected form, preventing their    
reuse for commercial purposes. Security, protection and rights management aspects shall be as 
transparent as possible for service users. 
 
The functionality and display format shall be compatible with digital right managements and restriction 
of access and use as envisioned in the INSPIRE directive. 
 

8.2.3.8 Legend availability and handling 
The legend of the displayed dataset(s) must be provided.  
 

8.2.3.9 Correspondence between layers and INSPIRE themes  
A View Service provides layers described in the service’s capabilities (layer name, layer title, CRS…). 
An INSPIRE theme may include several layers, such as the “transport network theme”, and for each 
INSPIRE theme the related layer(s) must be defined: if they can have the same title but in various 
languages (read by humans), they should have the same name (read by machines) across Europe so 
that it will be possible for a client application to ask to several View Services one specific layer (using 
the “harmonized” name). Another possibility is to use keywords from a controlled list corresponding to 
data themes (see paragraph 8.3.2.12). 
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8.2.3.10 Multilingualism 
The Implementing rules shall address…the key attributes and the corresponding multilingual thesauri 
commonly required for policies which may have an impact on the environment. (Article 8 (c)) 
For View Service that means some elements defined in the Capabilities of the service shall be 
multilingual. 

8.2.3.11 Client application 
This View Service definition doesn't cover any client application using a View Service. Client 
application definition is out of scope. 
 

8.2.4 Implementation standards for View Services 
 
Many factors encourage the adoption of a standards-based approach for the View Services 
Implementing Rules. First of all, the INSPIRE Directive requires a standards-based approach when 
possible. This is outlined in article 20: Implementing rules laying down technical arrangements for the 
interoperability and, where practicable, harmonization of spatial datasets and services, designed to 
amend non-essential elements of this Directive by supplementing it, shall be adopted in accordance 
with the regulatory procedure with scrutiny referred to in Article 22(3). Relevant user requirements, 
existing initiatives and international standards for the harmonization of spatial datasets, as well as 
feasibility and cost-benefit considerations shall be taken into account in the development of the 
implementing rules. Where organizations established under international law have adopted relevant 
standards to ensure interoperability or harmonization of spatial datasets and services, these standards 
shall be integrated, and the existing technical means shall be referred to, if appropriate, in the 
implementing rules mentioned in this paragraph. 
 
Furthermore, the standards-based approach is particularly applicable to the INSPIRE context 
considering the following: 
1. The standardization activity in the area of viewing maps has reached a very good level of maturity. 

A standard dedicated to spatial data and services is available since the publication of first the 
OGC WMS standard and then the ISO 19128 standard.  

2. In Europe the INSPIRE reference materials provided by the INSPIRE community for the 
establishment of these Implementing Rules show a general endorsement of this international 
standard by the different European actors of the geographic information domain. Many INSPIRE 
LMOs and SDICs have already adopted this OGC standard. 

 
A standards-based approach is certainly the best answer to the high-level requirements of INSPIRE 
as it ensures the conformance to the European and International Standards. 
 
The implementation standard for View Services is the ISO 19128:2005(E) standard (WMS 1.3.0). The 
reading of this standard is recommended. 
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8.3 Implementing rules for View Services 
 
The INSPIRE View Service operations shall follow those of the EN ISO 19128 international standard. 
The View Service shall provide the following functions: 
 

Table 5: View Service functions 

 
These three operations shall use parameters defined in the ISO 19128 WMS standard, but this 
paragraph specifies the role of some parameters in the INSPIRE IR context. 
 

8.3.1 GetCapabilities parameters 
 

Request parameter Mandatory/optional Description 

VERSION=version O Request version 

SERVICE=WMS  M Service type 

REQUEST=GetCapabilities  M Request name 

FORMAT=MIME_type O Output format of service metadata 

UPDATESEQUENCE=string O  Sequence number or string for 
cache control 

Table 6: GetCapabilities parameters  

 

8.3.2 GetCapabilities response 
There are two parts in the Capabilities of a View Service: the first one is related to the service itself, 
the second one is related to the layers this service is able to visualize. 
Some particular items of the GetCapabilities response have to be detailed due to the INSPIRE 
background: 

- Contact  information 
- Restricted access (Access constraints and Fees) 
- Layer name and title 
- Coordinate reference systems 
- Legend 
- Styling 
- Metadata URL 
- Useful scale range 
- Exception 
- Language 

 
Issues  
There are two possible ways for a user to access a view service: 

1. The user searches such a service in a catalogue (see the discover use case described for 
Discovery Services). In this catalogue the View Service is described following the Draft 
Implementing rules for Metadata (D1.3) 

2. The user knows the service URL and may access directly the service; the service is described 
by its capabilities. 

ISO WMS operations ISO WMS operation requirements INSPIRE WMS operation 
requirements 

GetCapabilities mandatory mandatory 
GetMap mandatory mandatory 
GetFeatureInfo optional optional 
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Issue 1: The service description can be done with ISO 19119 and Capabilities (the WSDL description 
is not considered now). A mapping between these two descriptions must be done to guarantee 
consistency. 

8.3.2.1 Geo Rights Managements (GeoRM): 
 
If the access to a View Service needs to be restricted, then the corresponding fields in the  
getcapabilities response have to be filled (according to the GeoRM rules): 

- accessConstraints field: mandatory, value from a control list (list to be defined, to check with 
the metadata standard and the exceptions provided by the directive), if no access constraints 
are specified no access constraints are applied; and  

- fees field: mandatory (text value) if the value is “no fees”, no fees are applied, 
To get this information the access to the GetCapability operation is always unrestricted. 

8.3.2.2 Contact information: 
Contact information shall be mandatory, in at least one of the following fields, with a clear preference 
for the email address, which facilitates contacts: 

- Contact address 
- Email  
- Phone, fax 

8.3.2.3 Layer name and title: 
Each layer shall have: 

- a title (mandatory) for humans reading, in the language selected by the data provider; and 
- a name (mandatory) for machine-to-machine communication. This name might be harmonized 

at INSPIRE/European level for the related INSPIRE theme.  
 

8.3.2.4 Coordinate reference systems 
 The following horizontal CRSs shall be supported: 

 ETRS89: pan-European CRS with datum ETRS89 in geographic coordinates; 
 ETRS-LAEA: pan-European CRS with datum ETRS89 in European azimuthal equal area 

projection; 
 ETRS-LCC: pan-European CRS with datum ETRS89 in European Lambert conformal 

conic projection; 
 ETRS-TM26 to ETRS-TM39: pan-European CRS with datum ETRS89 in European 

transverse Mercator projection; 
 ETRS89/(X,Y,Z): pan-European CRS with datum ETRS89 in Cartesian coordinates; and 
 World Geodetic System 1984 (ITRF91, at epoch 1994.0) CRSs-based (geographic, 

projection or Cartesian coordinates) for the non-continental European areas that are 
maintained by legal authorities . 

 
For some cases, there is a link between CRSs and scale range (see Annex D of this 
document). However, the choice of the most relevant projection may not only be linked to the 
scale. 
 

 The following vertical CRSs shall be supported : 
 EVRF_AMST/NH: normal heights of the United European Levelling Network in relation 

to the tide gauge in Amsterdam. 
 EVRF_AMST/CP: geopotential numbers of the United European Levelling Network in 

relation to the tide gauge in Amsterdam. 
 Height systems for the non-continental European areas that are maintained by legal 

authorities. 
 

8.3.2.5 View geometry selection  
- If a View Service supports the visualisation of 3-D data, temporal 2-D or temporal 3-D data the 

WMS interface allows geometry selection as described under 8.2.3.4. A vertical slice, for 
instance, can be generated using the ELEVATION parameter and a BBOX such as 
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BBOX=x,y0,x,y1 (for a y-z slice). An x-t slice could be generated, for instance, using 
TIME=t1/t2 and BBOX=x0,Y,x1,Y. If various view services support more these requests the 
resulting 2-D images can be overlayed.  

- A WMS also supports three-dimensional geometry selection using parameters x-y-z, allowing 
volume rendering View Services, e.g. BBOX=x0,y0,x1,y1 and ELEVATION=z0/z1.In general, 
an overlay of the responses of various View Services cannot not be achieved.  

 

8.3.2.6 Temporal data dimension 
- The temporal reference systems shall be supported based on an extension of ISO 8601:2000 

defining a syntax for expressing in a single string the start, end and periodicity of a data 
collection – see ISO 19128, annex D for more information. 

- If temporal requests are supported by a View Service, the View Service shall support the 
following use of parameters x-t, y-t, z-t for the presentation of a 2-D slice, and for animations 
as a sequence of 2-D images the use of parameters as x-y-t, x-z-t, y-z-t.  
As stated in 8.3.2.5 for animations, an overlay of the responses of various View Services can 
generally not be achieved.  

 

8.3.2.7 Legend 
- A legend URL is mandatory. 
- Mime type for legend is PNG (one image, for simple legends: when the legend can be 

displayed on one image) or HTML (for complex legends: when the legend needs several 
pages for example). 

 

8.3.2.8 Styling 
- The style to be used for a layer is defined by the STYLE parameter. If there is no value for it, 

then the default style will be used. 
- Dynamic styling is optional, but if it is used, then SLD (Style Layer Descriptor – OGC SLD, 

Styled Layer Descriptor Implementation Specification, version 1.1.0) shall be used. The OGC 
document “SLD profile of the WMS implementation specification” (OGC 05-078) should be 
read. For more information about styling in the INSPIRE context, see the INSPIRE 
Architecture Overview document. 
 

8.3.2.9 Metadata URL 
- Metadata provided for each layer are the metadata defined in the Draft Implementing Rules for 

Metadata (D1.3) for the dataset represented in the layer. 
- The format shall be text/xml (ISO 19139). 
- The TYPE attribute is fixed to “INSPIRE”. 
- The metadata shall include the TIME parameter, which is described in Draft Implementing 

Rules for Metadata (D1.3). 
- The online access shall be realized through the getRecordByID operation of discovery service 

(the metadata ID must be unique in the service). 
 

8.3.2.10 Useful scale range 
- Min scale and max scale denominators are mandatory. 
- Scale ranges shall be specified for every layer, for example, Cadastral maps should be 

displayed only at large scales – 1/2000–1/20 000 – but not at small scales. 
- Scale ranges are also closely related with CRS (see Annex D for examples). 
 

8.3.2.11 Exception 
- The exception values shall at least follow ISO19128. 
- XML and BLANK shall be supported. 

 

8.3.2.12 Language 
View Service operations results can be language dependent: (GetCapabilities' Title, Abstract, 
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Layer , Layer title, Legend, getFeatureInfo result, GetMap image result &exceptions...). 
The GetCapabilities response and the GetMap XML Exceptions of the View Service shall at least 
support the MS language(s) and English. 
Originally the ISO12128 is not foreseen for multilingualism. As turn-around: 
- GetCapabilities response : 

• it shall be returned in the default language. 
• the translations to the other(s) supported language(s) shall be referenced in the 

“_ExtendedCapabilities” element, as a link to a file.  
• this file shall be composed of pairs:   

1. language defined by a 3-letter code as described in ISO 639-2; and 
2. link to the GetCapabilities response in this language. 

- GetMap XML Exception: shall be returned within a “ServiceException” element, one element 
by supported language. 

 

8.3.2.13 Description of a layer in the View Service capabilities 
a) Relationships between INSPIRE themes, feature-types and layers 
 
A layer is the structure used by a View Service to represent geographic information as a map. The 
geographic information can be existing georeferenced images or features to which portrayal rules 
have been applied to create a map. 
For INSPIRE, geographic information is organised in themes. Each theme can be represented 
with one or several layers. For example, the Transport theme contains roads, railways, rivers and 
can be displayed with one layer (Transport: grouping the three feature-types roads, railways and 
rivers together) or three layers, one for each feature type.  
In this example we assume that railways are defined by one feature type, but experts of this 
domain could think it useful to define several (for high-speed trains, for local trains). 
 
Organizing layers according to INSPIRE themes and related feature types is out of scope of the 
View Service. However, the service provides some mechanism (grouping layers together) to 
implement a defined organization. 
 
b) Layer elements and attributes 
The description of a layer shall use elements defined for the service capabilities in the ISO 19128 
WMS standard, but this paragraph specifies the role of some parameters for the INSPIRE View 
Service. 
 

Layer elements Mandatory/
optional 

Description 

Name M For machine-to-machine communication, used in the getMap 
request 

Title M Human readable title 

Abstract M Text : 

KeywordList M List of keywords describing the layer, to help catalogue 
searching 

Style: 
- Name 
- Title 
- Abstract 
- LegendURL (with Format 

and Size) 

M LegendURL is mandatory for INSPIRE layers 

EX_GeographicBoundingBox M Area covered by the layer (westBoundLongitude, 
eastBoundLongitude, southBoundLatitude, and 
northBoundLatitude in decimal degrees). Element used to 
facilitate geographic searches 

CRS M Coordinate reference system. 

BoundingBox M Bounding box corners (lower left, upper right) in CRS units. 
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Layer elements Mandatory/
optional 

Description 

MinScaleDenominator 
MaxScaleDenominator 

O Appropriate range of scales for viewing the layer  

MetadataURL M Link to metadata about the data corresponding to the layer. 
The « type » attribute value must be : ISO19115:2003 

Dimension O See paragraphs 7.3.2.5 & 7.3.2.6  

 

Layer attribute   

queryable O If the View Service offers the GetFeatureInfo 
operation, then the value of the layer attribute 
“queryable” must be 1 

 

Table 7: Layer elements and attributes 

 
Other layer elements defined in the ISO 19128 WMS such as Dimension, AuthorityURL, DataURL, 
… have no INSPIRE specificities. 
 

8.3.3 GetMap parameters: 
  

Request parameter Mandatory/
optional 

Description 

VERSION=1.3.0 M Request version 

REQUEST=GetMap M Request name 

LAYERS=layer_list M Comma-separated list of one or more map layers. 

STYLES=style_list M Comma-separated list of one rendering style per requested 

CRS=namespace:identifier M Coordinate reference system 

BBOX=minx,miny,maxx,maxy M Bounding box corners (lower left, upper right) in CRS units 

WIDTH=output_width M Width in pixels of map picture 

HEIGHT=output_height M Height in pixels of map picture 

FORMAT=output_format M Output format of map 

TRANSPARENT=TRUE|FALSE  O Background transparency of map (default=FALSE) 

BGCOLOR=color_value O Hexadecimal red-green-blue colour value for the background 
color (default=0xFFFFFF) 

EXCEPTIONS=exception_format O The format in which exceptions are to be reported by the 
WMS (default=XML) 

TIME=time O Time value of layer desired 

ELEVATION=elevation O Elevation of layer desired 

Other sample dimension(s) O Value of other dimensions as appropriate 

Table 8: GetMap parameters 

8.3.4 GetMap response: 
Only a few comments have to be added to EN ISO19128:2005 for this point:  
 
- The GetMap response shall support at least the Portable Network Graphics (PNG; MIME type 

"image/png") and the GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) formats. 
- The parameter TRANSPARENT shall be supported whenever needed to allow overlays.  
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- When the STYLE parameter is left blank, the default styling applies. The TIME parameter can 
be used if the user needs to include a time or time range in his request. 
 

8.3.5 GetFeatureInfo operation: 
 

- The GetFeatureInfo (optional): 
o Shall support at least INFO_FORMAT=text/html. 
o Shall return the information in the supported language(s) 

 

8.3.6 Performance requirements 
The following three criteria shall be monitored and reported as part of the INSPIRE directive: 
- Performance ; 
- Availability ; 
- Capacity. 
The following three criteria may be recommended in the framework of the INSPIRE directive: 
- Reliability ; 
- Security ; 
- Regulatory. 

8.3.6.1 Performance 
The time for sending initial response to service request in normal situation shall be 3 secondes. 
This time includes sending view service errors or exceptions. 
For the View Service, this time shall allow to send a GIF or PNG image of 1024x768 pixels size. 

 
Normal situation represents periods out of peak load. It is considered to be 90% of the time. 

8.3.6.2 Availability 
The probability of the View Service to be up shall by 99% of the time, no more than 15 minutes 
downtime per day during working hours. 

8.3.6.3 Capacity 
The minimum number of simultaneous service requests served according to the performance 
requirement shall be 100 for the View Service. 

8.3.6.4 Reliability 
It is recommended to check the INSPIRE data specifications conformity through the use of 
reference tests. 
In order to allow comparison between responses, it is also recommended to provide reference 
datasets. 

8.3.6.5 Security 
It is recommended the view service to be certified with regard to security regulations. 

8.3.6.6 Regulatory 
It is recommended to check the INSPIRE view service specifications through the use of reference 
tests. 
 

8.3.7  Strategy for maintenance 
[ left blank at this step ] 

8.3.7.1 To maintain the View Service 

8.3.7.2 To maintain the Implementing Rules 
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Annex A  How Discovery Services work (informative) 
 
This Annex outlines the way a Discovery Service works. This Annex: 
1. Describes the Discovery Service global system architecture from the perspective of the Discovery 

Services use cases of describe, discover, publish, harvest and manage. 
2. Gives an overview of implementation standards for Discovery Services. 
3. Gives an overview of the OGC-based approach to (distributed) Discovery Services. 
4. Describes the mapping of INSPIRE metadata elements and Discovery Services “queryables”. 
The working of the Discovery Services use cases are outlined in more detail with special attention for 
the OGC CSW implementation specification. 
 
A.1. Discovery Service global system architecture 
 
From the perspective of INSPIRE Discovery Services use cases, discover, publish, harvest, describe 
and manage the global system architecture is outlined in figure A.1. A Discovery Service consists of 
three components: 
1. The Catalogue user interface or client components for discovery or search, describe and publish, 

harvest and manage. 
2. The Catalogue Service consisting of: 

a. Catalogue Service interface and operations; and 
b. Catalogue Service engine with various components for the brokering different Catalogue 
Service protocols for support distributed search. 

3. The Catalogue repositories. 
The INSPIRE IRs for Network Services are restricted to the service interface and operations 
specifications. So, the Discovery Services INSPIRE IRs core requirements for Discovery Services are 
restricted to the Catalogue Service interface as shown in figure A.1. This Annex is informative. 
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Figure A.1: Discovery Service global system architecture 
 
A.1.1. Discover use case 
For the Discover use case the Discovery Service involves an interaction between a client search 
application, a search engine and the metadata repository. In this interaction, it is fundamental to consider:  
a. The requestor query expressed through the search user interface of the search engine and provided in 

a form compatible with the metadata repository. 
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b. The search or query engine which evaluates each of the metadata sets of the metadata repository 
against the query criteria.  

c. The resulting metadata sets (i.e., the metadata sets matching the query criteria expressed by the 
requestor) as they are provided first by the repository interface to the result interface, then by the result 
interface to the requestor.  

 
A search engine connects the metadata repository to a discovery client application, such as the 
INSPIRE geo-portal. A search engine is a program on a computer that is connected to the Internet. It 
accepts search queries through the Internet, then queries a metadata repository connected to the 
same local area network (LAN) as its host computer7. The metadata repository returns the result to the 
search engine, and the search engine returns the result to the application search client that originated 
the request, e.g. the INSPIRE geo-portal. The search engine acts as a ‘go-between’ between the 
requestor and the repository. It has two roles to fulfil: search and result. It must pass on the translated 
query to the repository and get the results of the query from the repository. The search query provides 
the metadata elements the requestor (human user or a Catalogue Service Broker; see below) is 
interested in, such as the keywords the user is looking for, the desired time period, and other, more 
detailed criteria. This is called search metadata (see figure A.2).  
 

 

 
 

Figure A.2: User interface example of discover use case with simple and extended search 
 
After sending a query to the search engine, the discovery client application expects some kind of 
response back. Typically, the response metadata includes (IR Metadata): 
• The resource title 
• A temporal reference 
• Keywords 
• The resource responsible party 
• The abstract 
• Any optional element 
 
A.1.2. Intermezzo; search protocols, application profiles and interoperability 
The exact way in which this happens, and exactly what is sent between the search client application 
and the search engine, is dictated by the search protocol. The search protocol is a standard way of 
asking questions (or queries), getting answers, and exchanging information between two computers 
over the Internet. There are different types of search protocols available. The kind of Discovery 
Service depends on the search protocol that is used. Different protocols have different demands and 
different advantages and disadvantages. A search protocol is akin to a technical language. It specifies 
the transport mechanism for the information flow between the two computers.  
                                                      
7  In more detail; a search client must know the Internet address (IP address) of the search server and, depending on 
the search protocol, the repository (database) name and the specific port to connect to on the search server. All this information 
is contained in the catalogue repository (e.g. in the EU Geoportal catalogue database). The search server may be on a different 
physical machine than the repository, and it may communicate with the repository via an Intranet. The search server must then 
send the query to your repository over the Intranet, and then receive the result over the Intranet. The search engine must 
somehow send the search to the distributed Catalogue Service server. 
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A search protocol also specifies the information that is passed back and forth between the requesting 
entities. The type of information passed includes8: 
• how the computers initiate contact between each other; 
• what information is contained in a query and exactly how it is specified;  
• what information is contained in the reply to a query and exactly how it is specified; and 
• how the computers terminate contact between each other. 
 
Examples of existing search protocol bindings within the OGC Catalogues Service specifications are 
CORBA, Z39.50 and HTTP. The HTTP protocol binding of the OGC Catalogues Service specifications 
using HTTP GET & POST is known as “Catalogue Service for the Web” or OGC CSW  
 
Some search protocols, like the OGC CSW, have application profiles. A profile generally identifies a 
set of base standards together with appropriate options and parameters necessary to accomplish 
identified functions for purposes, including (a) interoperability, and (b) methodology for referencing the 
various uses of the base standards, meaningful both to users and suppliers. The information retrieval 
model is independent of its domain. Domain specialisations are provided by an additional mechanism, 
referred to as Application Profiles. Specific profiles exist for the messaging scheme of geographic-type 
queries and results. These profiles are tightly coupled with specific metadata content standards for 
geographic metadata.  
 
When the search engine translates between the search protocol and the metadata repository, there 
are two elements involved: 
1. Since the metadata is in a repository, the search engine must know what to look for in the 

repository. Each search engine understands its own metadata format or content standard or 
information model. When the search engine is set up, the engine can create a translation mapping 
between the server's metadata elements (fields) of the information model and the metadata 
repository elements (fields). 

2. The search server must be able to interpret the message contained in the query. Typically, these 
queries are filled using a mechanism such as Structured Query Language (SQL), Visual Basic 
Script (VBScript) or Open Database Connectivity (ODBC). If the search protocol is the language, 
there are many messaging schemes that can be formulated in that language. The server 
understands a specific messaging scheme or profile that is tightly coupled with the metadata 
content standard used to represent the metadata in the search server. The kind of search server 
that you install or create depends on the search protocol that you use; different protocols9 have 
different demands.  

                                                      
8  For example, the information may travel over the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) on top of the transmission 
control protocol/Internet protocol (TCP/IP) using sockets. These are not the only transport mechanisms available, but they are 
the most commonly used. When a search protocol uses HTTP as the transport mechanism, the two computers use the HTTP 
standard to send information back and forth; they "find" each other via IP addresses and use the "known" HTTP port on the 
computer (e.g. port 80) when connecting to each other. When TCP/IP sockets are used as the transport protocol, the 
information passes back and forth via TCP/IP packets and the computers again "find" each other via IP addresses but the port 
number can be variable. 
9  Search protocols can be either stateful or stateless. A stateful protocol means that the search mechanism opens a 
connection with the search engine and keeps it open for the entire duration of the search session. This enables a requestor who 
selects ten spatial resources, for instance, to examine the results of the spatial resources search after the first spatial resource 
is returned, before all ten results are returned. A stateless protocol means that the search mechanism opens a connection with 
the search engine, sends a bit of information, gets back a bit of information, and then closes the connection. The search session 
consists of a series of such open-send-receive-close interactions between it and the search server. Each open-send-receive-
close interaction is independent of the others. The search engine handles each one independently; there is no "history" of 
preceding interactions and so it is called "stateless". In this case a requestor who requests ten spatial resources could not 
examine the results of the spatial resources search until all ten results are returned. 
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A.1.3. Discover use case and distributed search 
 
A special case of search is distributed search. For distributed search the Catalogue Service Broker or 
Cascading Catalogue Service is the starting point and the major component of the system. The idea of 
a distributed search is to start a search from a known Catalogue Service and to search transitively 
other specified or as many catalogues as possible with the same set of metadata search elements 
(“queryables”). Therefore the main focus of the Catalogue Service Broker is to integrate one or more 
external (remote, federated or distributed) Catalogue Services and their repositories in its distributed 
search. As such, the Catalogue Service Broker should be able to merge the results coming from the 
distributed Catalogue Services. Merging of the results includes: 
 
1. Aggregation of the different result sets and ranking of search results. Should there be a 

significance of results for a query, the issue of results ranking becomes critical. Ranking is a task 
of the Catalogue Service or Catalogue Service Broker in case of a distributed search. 

2. Provision of the results in a requested block size10, starting with a specific result entry (e.g. entry 
21). 

 
Metadata provided by a distributed Catalogue Service in a real-time distributed search are not 
permanently stored on disk, but are kept in memory for the sole purpose of the display of the results to 
the user. 
 
Every distributed catalogue used for a real-time online search (or for a catalogue harvesting process – 
see harvest use case below) has to be described in the catalogue repository. The Catalogue Service 
Broker does not maintain any metadata by itself, except service metadata describing the distributed 
catalogues, including the following information:  
1. All necessary technical metadata to get access/to connect to a distributed catalogue.  
2. Metadata for the distributed catalogue service. Because a Catalogue Service is a web service, it 

must be described by service metadata (e.g. by ISO 19119).  
These two types of metadata about the distributed Catalogue Services are stored in repositories 
accessible by the Catalogue Service Broker. This includes the technical metadata and the metadata 
for the description of a distributed catalogue service. There is a 1:1 relationship between these two 
metadata areas. The Broker does not maintain any metadata by itself, except metadata coming from 
the harvesting of single metadata sets or metadata describing the distributed catalogues of the 
catalogue repository.   

                                                      
10  In most cases a client sends a filter query to the broker and indicates that the result should start at a specific index 
number and should include a maximum amount of records. Google does it the same: a user formulates a search term, presses 
enter, the presents result 1 to 10. If the user clicks on the “next” link in the browser, the same query is sent again but with an 
indicator that the client now requests the next 10 result starting from index 11. In a distributed environment this is even more 
complicated, as the next, let’s say, 10 records a client request are originated from two federated catalogues. So the broker has to 
take care of this algorithm to support the client in flipping through the pages of a result set. 
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Table A.1: Example of technical metadata elements for distributed search with different search 
protocols (Senkler et al, 2006) 

Service technical 
metadata element  

Description Example 

Catalogue Name Short Name/Title of the Catalogue Service  

Organisation   Name and Address of the Catalogue Service Provider  

Catalogue Description Description/Abstract of the Catalogue Service  

Catalogue Service 
Protocol 

The Interface Implementation Specification (Protocol) 
supported by the Catalogue Service 

Protocol Type OGC CS 
Protocol Version 2.0 

Application Profile The Profile of the Interface Implementation 
Specification (Protocol) supported by the Catalogue 
Service – if any used 

ebRIM application profile 

Compliance  OGC CS 2.0 AP ISO19115/19 

 Query Language(s) 
 

Description/Listing of the Supported Query 
Language(s) and supported operators 

OGC Filter 1.0.0  
ASN.1 Type-1 

Search Attributes Optional additional search attributes/attribute sets 
only if it differs from the Application Profile 

e.g.: 
bib-1 

Bindings Supported Interface Protocol Bindings HTTP/KVP/GET (e.g. SRU),  
HTTP/KVP/POST, 
HTTP/XML/POST,  
HTTP/XML/POST/SOAP (e.g. 
SRW) 

Metadata-Profile Metadata Profile of the results (if any specific defined) e.g. ISO 19115 

Results Elements/Retrieval Formats XML 
brief, summary, full 

Startpos/Endpos Support for the definition of the result range: from 
“Startpos” to “Endpos 

e.g. startPos = 0; maxRecs = 10 

Support for distributed 
search 

Has the remote Catalogue the possibilities to define 
distributed/federated searches 

yes/no 

Search depth  
 

Collections (e.g. search 2 levels…) e.g. root 
collection node 

Authentication  
 

Is authentication required? Yes,  
https and username/password 

URLs URL of the Catalogue Service 
URL of the Authentication Service (if required) 

www.rijkswaterstaat.nl/asyetunkn
own 

 
The type of technical metadata elements needed for distributed search depends on the different 
search protocols that have to be accessed by the Catalogue Service Broker. In table A.1 the technical 
metadata elements are illustrated from a distributed search setting in which three OGC CSW-based 
Catalogue Services were connected based on the CSW ISO AP Broker (Senkler et al, 2006).  
 
For distributed search is the context of the INSPIRE Discovery Services the technical metadata is 
covered by the service metadata elements as defined by the INSPIRE IRs for Metadata (INSPIRE DT 
Metadata, 2006). The INSPIRE ”technical” metadata elements needed for distributed search from an 
OGC CSW ISO AP Catalogue Service Broker to one or more distributed OGC CSW ISO AP 
Catalogue Services are shown in table A.2.   
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Table A.2: Technical metadata elements for distributed search with INSPIRE CSW ISO AP 
search protocol 

INSPIRE DT 
Metadata 

service technical 
metadata element  

Description Example 

Resource title Short Name/Title of the Catalogue Service  

Service Type    Type of service OGC CSW ISO AP 

Resource locator 
b. Connect point 

  URL of the Catalogue Service 
  URL of the Authentication Service (if required) 

www.rijkswaterstaat.nl/asyetunkn
own 

Service Type Version Service type version  2.0 

Operation Name  Name of the service operations Getcapabilities, getRecords 
 

 
On the client side a requestor is able to select the Catalogue Service to be considered in a distributed 
search by querying the local repository of the Catalogue Service Broker. Catalogue Services from the 
result list might then be added to the list of active Catalogues Services that will be considered in a 
distributed search. In case of a query (both extended and simple), these catalogues are queried by the 
catalogue service broker and the cumulated results are presented to the user. Any query consists of 
two sections: a query for the brief result that processes a brief result list and a query for the full 
metadata set, if the user selects one entry from the result list and queries for detailed metadata. 
 
In addition to real-time distributed search, the Catalogue Service Broker is also capable to store the 
results coming from distributed catalogues into the local database of the Catalogue Service Broker 
(see the harvest use case below). 
 
A.1.4. Describe and publish use case 
 
The Describe and Publish use cases are closely related. The Publisher (or Broker) usually describes 
the metadata and published the description results into a metadata repository. Description of metadata 
is often done is close cooperation with spatial data management, e.g. with geographical information 
systems and computer-aided design systems.  
For the describe use case the Discovery Service involves an interaction between a metadata describe 
or creation client application, a publisher or transaction engine and the metadata repository. In this 
interaction the publisher inserts metadata through a creation editor application client and publish 
engine provides the metadata in a form compatible with the metadata repository. The Catalogue 
repository form can have a relational database format, an XML-based format (e.g.ISO19139), or any 
other type storage format. From the describe and publish point of view, two types of creation metadata 
collections are available: 
1. Create metadata online using an online metadata publication tool linked to the Catalogue Service. 

If the publisher has no access to a own metadata creation editor, or only has very few metadata 
collections (records) to contribute to a Discovery Service Broker of a Geoportal, the publisher can 
utilize the online metadata creation tool often provided by a Geoportal. As with other metadata 
publishing options, the publisher must first register as a metadata publisher at the Geoportal. Note 
that the metadata will then be stored at the Discovery Service Broker of the Geoportal and all 
updates must be made via this Broker.  

2. Directly upload XML formatted metadata to the Catalogue Service. If there is no online metadata 
publication tool linked to the Catalogue Service available, as described above, the publisher can 
upload XML formatted metadata (records) directly to the Catalogue Service repository. Therefore 
it is recommended to first register at the Catalogue Service and/or GeoPortal before selection of 
an ‘Upload Metadata’ option. Uploads can be done individually by record or as a group in batch 
mode. Uploaded metadata records are not linked to the resident metadata in any manner. So 
updates to the metadata records must again be uploaded manually as there is no automatic 
updating by a Catalogue Service harvesting mechanism. 

Both ways can also be used to connect the Catalogue Service to a Catalogue Service Broker. The 
service metadata of the Catalogue Service is added to the Catalogue Service Broker with distributed 
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Catalogue Services. Publishing service metadata from the Catalogue Service to a Catalogue Service 
Broker makes real-time search and harvesting possible.  
 
Publish-find-bind 
The Discovery Service offers functionality for a publisher to publish spatial resources in the repository 
of the catalogue. In the context of the INSPIRE Directive the linking of spatial datasets and services to 
the network is done by the publish use case of the Discovery Service. To allow spatial datasets to be 
linked to the network for viewing, downloading or transformation of these spatial datasets it is 
necessary to publish the services metadata of the View, Download and Transformation service to the 
Service Catalogue repository. The Discovery Service offers the requestor (a human user or a 
machine) search possibilities on the published services metadata. After finding the services metadata 
the requestor can access the service based on the capabilities of the service as expressed in the 
services metadata. This is called binding (see D3.5 INSPIRE Network Services architecture reference 
model). This is also known as the general web services publish-find-bind principle. So in the context of 
the INSPIRE Directive linking spatial datasets and services to the network is interpreted as publishing 
service metadata in the catalogue repository. As such, the publisher maintains total control over the 
services metadata and may create, delete or modify the registration at any time using online metadata 
creation editor or a XML upload facility. The following metadata elements from the INSPIRE Metadata 
specifications (INSPIRE DT Metadata, 2007) are relevant for linking spatial datasets and services to 
the network (table A.3):  
 
Table A.3: INSPIRE services metadata for linking spatial datasets and services to the network  

 
Metadata element Description 
Service Type Interface specification that the service implements. Well known service 

types published as standard are of course recommended (e.g. an OGC: 
WMS) 

Service Type Version While the service type element identifies the type of the service instance, 
the service type version specifies the version number of the underlying 
specification this service instance complies with. Both elements (service 
type and service type version) specify exactly a well known service type 

Operation name This element specifies the name of one operation of the service instance. 
This name is used to invoke the service interface within the context of the 
DCP (see below). This information is necessary for a client to bind to the 
service 

Distributed Computing 
Platform 

This element describes the distributed computing platform(s) on which the 
service instance is deployed. This information is necessary for a client to 
bind to the service. 

 
A.1.5. Harvest use case 
 
In addition to real-time distributed search, the Catalogue Service Broker is also capable to store the 
results coming from distributed catalogues into the local database of the Catalogue Service Broker 
and to process a logical distributed search based on the data of a distributed catalogue stored in the 
local database. This is called catalogue harvesting or catalogue caching.  
 
Metadata harvesting is an automated scheduled process for collecting new and updated metadata 
from distributed metadata repositories. Such local mirrors can be executed in nightly batch processes. 
This functionality may be enabled or disabled by the administrator.  
The process of harvesting allows the INSPIRE Geoportal or the MS Geoportal to synchronize its 
metadata with publishers metadata11. So, in case of catalogue harvesting, any update to metadata 
should be made on the distributed metadata repository. Before the publishers’ metadata repository 
can be harvested, the publisher needs to register as a publisher, read and accept the publisher 

                                                      
11  Metadata harvesting can be performed in three steps: 
 1. Harvesting. Based on information provided during the registration, the Discovery Service will connect to the 
distributed metadata repository, retrieve all metadata records if it is the first time harvesting, or only the updated records since 
the last harvesting date. This needs the availability of the date of creation or last update stored in the metadata record. 
 2. Validation. During validation, each metadata record will be examined to meet the requirements.  
 3. Publishing. During publishing, all successfully validated metadata records will be published in the local repository of 
the Discovery Service Broker. If the same metadata record (as indicated by records unique Identifier) already exists, then the 
existing metadata record will be updated. Otherwise the document will be inserted in the repository as a new metadata record.  
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disclaimer, specify the type of harvesting in the publishing registration form, and provide keywords. 
Therefore, before a spatial resource to be successfully harvested by the harvesting engine the 
following must be present in some form: 
1. Resource unique Identifier The resource unique Identifier is required to determine if a metadata 

element collection is new to the Catalogue Service Broker.  
2. Update date. Once the metadata repository has been harvested, the next harvesting will only look 

for resources that are updated since the last harvesting date. In all cases the update date should 
reflected in the “Temporal Reference” metadata element of INSPIRE Metadata IRs.  

3. Keywords. Keywords are used to correctly categorize the metadata. INSPIRE uses standard 
theme keywords as specified in the ISO19115. Without standard keywords, metadata will still be 
published and searchable in the Discovery Service Brokers local repository, but it will not be 
categorized in one of the keyword categories. The publisher can submit standard keywords using 
one of the following methods:  
• Insert the theme keyword with a standard keyword in the metadata. 
• Provide a look-up table in the harvesting registration process that translates localized 

keywords into standard keywords. 
 
An INSPIRE Discovery Service Brokers harvesting engine shall support the CSW ISO AP protocol for 
harvesting. It may support also other ‘harvesting’ protocols12. Besides harvesting through some kind of 
Discovery Service protocol, also harvesting by simply locating metadata in XML files (e.g.ISO19139) 
in a directory on the WWW is an option (so called Web Accessible Folder or WAF). However, the way 
an MS organizes access to the metadata repositories of national data providers is out of scope of the 
INSPIRE Directive.  
 
A.1.6. Manage use case 
 
Management of distributed catalogues 
Distributed catalogues are managed by the administrator. The administrator can insert or update the 
required information to access a distributed catalogue for an online search or for the catalogue 
harvesting process in the catalogue repository. On the client side, the administrator of a Discovery 
Service Broker can manage the distributed catalogue instances. This is done by two tasks. First, 
administer the technical metadata elements of the distributed catalogue instance. Depending on the 
types of Discovery Service protocols the Broker supports, these are, for instance: Name, URL, 
Harvesting (cached/not cached), Harvesting interval, Binding, Profile, Information model, Pipeline, 
Timeout (in ms), Status, CSW Metadata set (see figure A.3).13 After the distributed catalogue instance 
has been published to the Brokers repository, the catalogue instance can be accessed in a distributed 
search.  

                                                      
12  For instance, the American geodata.gov Discovery Service harvesting engine supports four different type of 
harvesting protocols: (1) Z39.50 metadata clearinghouse node, (2) ArcIMS metadata service, (3) Web Accessible Folder (WAF), 
and (4) Open Archive Initiative (OAI) metadata service.  
13  Of course, the administrator has also to describe the distributed catalogue by its service metadata, e.g. the INSPIRE 
services metadata. This metadata record is linked to the technical information by using the resource identifier of the metadata 
record. This description is needed to enable a user of the system to find distributed catalogue instances in the local repository of 
the Broker to be considered in the distributed search. 
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Figure A.3: User interface of distributed catalogues manage use case (Senkler et al, 2006) 
 
Monitoring service quality 
Besides the management of metadata of distributed Catalogue Services, service monitoring is part of 
the management use case of Discovery Services. Service monitoring is an activity to support efficient 
quality management of the distributed Catalogue Services. Once registered, Catalogue Services are 
monitored continuously and evaluated. In the event of any disturbance, or if any availability criteria are 
not met, the responsible administrators of distributed services will be notified automatically, e.g. by 
email or SMS. The monitoring is performed by invoking the service interface of the distributed 
Discovery Service14 at configurable intervals. If these access instances do not fulfil the prescribed 
quality requirements with regard to availability, or if the Discovery Service is out of reach, notification 
will be sent out to the responsible administrators for that specific distributed Discovery Service 
instance.  
In addition to the monitoring and notification functions, index data regarding availability and response 
times can be retrieved in the form of a report via the evaluation function. The service monitor 
component possesses a web interface, which can be integrated as a web service in a variety of 
environments and applications. In addition to the existing features of the service monitor, a ranking of 
monitored service is realized. The monitored services can be shown in a list sorted by average 
availability, both in an ascending or descending order.  
If service metadata are maintained and managed by the Catalogue Service Broker locally and the 
associated distributed Catalogue Services instances are monitored by the service monitor, the live 
status of the service instance (dead/alive) will be shown in the result list of the Catalogue Service 
Broker client. 
 
 
A.2. Implementation standards for discovery services 
 
Four types of implementation standards exist for Discovery Services with application in the spatial 
domain. They differ in maturity and adoption (deployment) within Europe. The implementation 
standards considered for Discovery Services are: 
 

                                                      
14  Also other services types can be monitored, e.g. the various OGC service types (incl. WMS, WFS, WCS). 
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1. OGC Catalogue Service for the Web (OGC CSW) and its application profiles15; 
2. Z39.50 GEO profile; 
3. the service part of ebXML Registry Information Model (ebRIM); and 
4. Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI). 
 
A.2.1 OGC Catalogue Service for the Web 
In the spatial domain implementation standards for (Discovery) services are defined by the Open 
Geospatial Consortium (OGC). Access to online metadata repositories is implemented by standard 
interface specifications, which can accommodate the use of different abstract metadata standards and 
encodings. The Catalogue Service for the Web (OGC CSW) is a reference service specification for 
discovery, evaluation and use of spatial resources. The OGC CSW specification provides a means to 
derive specific profiles of catalogue service specifications from the base specification, where certain 
aspects have to be supported by the derived profiles (like query language, ‘queryables’, bindings, 
minimum Dublin Core information model, etc.). The CSW defines an XML encoding based on a profile 
of the Dublin Core, which is suitable for discovery.  
 
In order to meet the needs of particular domains the CSW works with application profiles. At this 
moment OGC has derived 4 draft CSW application profiles: 
 
1. CSW ISO AP is the ISO 19115/ISO19119 application profile of CSW. It is based on an 

ISO1913916 conformant encoding of ISO 19115 and ISO 19119.  
2. CSW ebRIM application profile that is based on the ebXML Registry Information Model standard 

of the OASIS Consortium. In the next section the CSW ebRIM application profile is introduced.  
3. CSW EO AP is the draft CSW application profile for use by the Earth Observation (EO) 

community. The current CSW EO AP is a profile restricting and extending the CSW ISO AP for 
use by the EO community. This draft application profile document describes the interfaces, 
bindings and encodings required to discover, search and present metadata from catalogues of EO 
products.  

4. CSW FGDC/CSDMG AP is the CSW application profile of the metadata standard of the USA 
Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata 
(CSDGM). This profile, called FGDC CSDGM Catalogue or CSDGM Catalogue, is based on the 
requirements of the OGC CSW specification, and provides extensions to this base in several 
areas. 

 
A.2.2 Z39.50 search and retrieval protocol 
The American National Standards Institute/National Information Standards Organization's ANSI/NISO 
Z39.50 search protocol is a computer-to-computer communications protocol designed to support 
searching and retrieval of information, full-text documents, bibliographic data, images and multimedia 
in a distributed network environment. A protocol specification standardizes the query syntax, search 
field identities and default format of returned records, and provides mechanisms for access control, 
and server self-description. The Z39.50 search protocol is a message-based protocol that utilizes 
request/response pairs for each of the services it supports. The protocol offers essential services for 
initiation, search, and present. There are additional services which provide access control, resource 
management and self-describing facilities for the target databases. The Z39.50 information retrieval 
model is independent of its domain. Domain specializations are provided by an additional mechanism, 
referred to as "application profiles". Specific profiles exist for the messaging scheme of geospatial-type 
queries and results. These profiles are tightly coupled with specific metadata content standards for 
geospatial metadata.  
 
Application of Z39.50 in the spatial domain  
The FGDC has developed a Z39.50 application profile for geospatial metadata, called GEO, which 
provides a specification on how to implement the Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata 
(CSDGM) metadata elements within a Z39.50 service. The Z39.50 search and retrieval protocol gets 
its application in the spatial domain by the GEO profile. The GEO Profile fully specifies the use of 

                                                      
15  A profile constrains one or more base specifications to meet the needs of a particular domain. ISO 19106 (Profiles) 
distinguishes two kinds of profiles, depending upon whether the profile restricts or extends the base specifications. 
16  These ISO/TS 19139 based XML Schema implementations are applicable to interchanges of metadata and related 
information by transfer and more generally for a local or remote storage of those information when they are not accessed via a 
standard service. It is also recommended to adopt XML Schemas implementation based on ISO/TS 19139 encoding rules when 
no alternate existing standard XML Schema Implementation are available.  
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ANSI/NISO Z39.50 and provides the specifications for the overall GEO application relating to the 
FGDC Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata. The GEO Profile focuses on requirements 
for a GEO server operating in the Internet environment. GEO clients will be able to interconnect with 
any GEO server, and these clients will behave in a manner which allows interoperability with the GEO 
server. Clients that support Z39.50 but do not implement the GEO Profile will be able to access FGDC 
records with less than full GEO functionality. The GEO Profile addresses intersystem interactions and 
information interchange but does not specify user interface requirements. 
 
A.2.3 EbXML Registry Information Model 
Electronic Business using eXtensible Markup Language, commonly known as e-business XML, or 
ebXML, is a family of XML-based standards whose mission is to provide an open XML-based 
infrastructure that enables the global use of electronic business information in an interoperable, secure 
and consistent manner by all trading partners. ebXML was published in 1999 as an initiative of the 
United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business (UN/CEFACT) and the 
Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS). The original project 
envisioned five layers of data specification, including XML standards for business processes, 
collaboration protocol agreements, core data components, messaging and registries and repositories. 
ebXML is not itself a standard, rather, it is a container for several key specification standards 
administered by UN/CEFACT and OASIS. Key ebXML standards include ebXML Messaging Services, 
ebXML Registry, ebXML Business Process Specification Schema and ebXML Collaboration Protocol 
Profile and Agreement. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has approved the 
ebRIM specification as the ISO 15000 standard (ISO/TS 15000-3), under the general title Electronic 
business eXtensible Markup Language17. OASIS technical committees and UN/CEFACT retain the 
responsibility for maintaining and advancing the above specifications.  
 
Application of ebXML RIM in the spatial domain 
 
Specification development of ebXML registry in the spatial domain is done by OGC. OGC is currently 
working on an application profile of OGC CSW based on the ebXML Registry standard of the OASIS 
Consortium. The OGC registry information model – formerly known as the Web Registry Service – is 
based on the ebXML Registry Information Model (ebRIM). This is nowadays known as the OGC CSW 
ebRIM application profile (CSW EbRIM AP)18.  
 
A.2.4 UDDI 
UDDI is an acronym for Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration, a platform-independent, 
XML-based registry for businesses worldwide to list themselves on the Internet. UDDI is an open 
industry initiative, sponsored by OASIS, enabling businesses to publish service listings19 and discover 
each other and define how the services or software applications interact over the Internet.  
UDDI is one of the core web services standards of W3C and is designed to be interrogated by SOAP 
messages and to provide access to WSDL documents describing the protocol bindings and message 
formats required to interact with the web services listed in its directory.  
UDDI was written in August 2000 at a time when the authors had a vision of a world in which 
consumers of Web Services would be linked up with providers through a public or private dynamic 
brokerage system. In this vision anyone needing a service such as credit card authentication would go 
to their service broker and select one supporting the desired SOAP or other service interface and 
meeting other criteria.  
                                                      
17  EbXML ISO standards: 
 ISO 15000-1: ebXML Collaborative Partner Profile Agreement  
 ISO 15000-2: ebXML Messaging Service Specification  
 ISO 15000-3: ebXML Registry Information Model  
 ISO 15000-4: ebXML Registry Services Specification  
 ISO 15000-5: ebXML Core Components Technical Specification, Version 2.01 
18  In a recent OGC TC meeting (October 2006) it was agreed that ebRIM be adopted as the preferred (cataloguing) 
metamodel for future OGC CSW Application Profiles. Furthermore, the applicability of ebXML RIM for cataloguing the ISO 
geographical content standards has recently been investigated by ISO/TC211 (ISO/TC211 N2165, 2007). In this Technical 
Report it is recommended that “use of both ebXML and other technologies should be encouraged as an alternative to accessing 
TC 211 standards: there should not be a ’preferred‘ method but let the market choose and allow other interfaces to be added if 
required in the future.” 
19  A UDDI business registration consists of three components: 

•  White Pages — address, contact, and known identifiers;  
•  Yellow Pages — industrial categorizations based on standard taxonomies; and  
•  Green Pages — technical information about services exposed by the business. 
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The UDDI was integrated into the Web Services Interoperability Organization (WS-I) standard20 as a 
central pillar of web services infrastructure. By the end of 2005, UDDI was on the agenda for use by 
more than 70% of the Fortune 500 companies in either a public or private implementation, and 
particularly among those enterprises that seek to optimize software or service reuse.  
 
Application of UDDI in the spatial domain 
 
In 2003 OGC published a discussion paper for a potential UDDI implementation specification (OGC 
03-028). Specifically, it describes the usage scenarios, work plan and experimental results for 
discovery of OGC services (including registries) through the UDDI interface using SOAP messaging 
protocols. The baseline for this experiment was the specification for UDDI version 2 and use of private 
UDDI implementations. Although the draft UDDI version 3 specifications was released in the course of 
this experiment, software did not become available to make use of it and so it does not receive more 
than cursory attention in this report. This UDDI experiment produced an example of discovering OGC 
services through UDDI interfaces, as well as means of mapping between to the UDDI metadata model 
from metadata models used in OGC services. Work on spatial discovery through UDDI showed that 
these tasks were possible, but that the fit with the UDDI model and interfaces was poor at best. In 
2005 OGC also published a discussion paper as part of the OWS 2 Common Architecture program on 
SOAP, WSDL and UDDI (OGC 04-060r1).  
 
Besides OGC, work on UDDI in the spatial domain is rare. Only a few references with implementations 
of UDDI in the spatial domain that also relate to spatial standards can be found, e.g. You-Heng Hu 
and Samsung (2005) and Aksat et al. (2005). There exist several approaches to bridge spatial 
services discovery and UDDI and still several drawbacks are to be solved as also acknowledged 
during an INSPIRE workshop on discovery in Vienna (2006) by Enspanier (2006) and Sonnet (2006). 
 
 
A.3. OGC standards approach for (distributed) discovery 
 
In the spatial domain implementation standards for (discovery) services are provided by the Open 
Geospatial Consortium (OGC). Access to online metadata repositories is fostered by standard 
interface specifications, which can accommodate the use of different abstract metadata standards and 
related encoding. The Catalogue Service for the Web (OGC CSW) is the OGC reference service 
specification for discovery, evaluation and use of spatial data. The OGC CSW specification provides a 
means to derive specific profiles of catalogue service specifications from the base specification, 
whereas certain aspects have to be supported by the derived profiles (like query language, 
“queryables”, bindings, minimum Dublin core information model, etc.). The CSW proposes an XML 
encoding based on a profile of the Dublin Core which is suitable for discovery. It is necessary to use 
CSW application profiles21 to go further. At this moment OGC has derived four CSW application 
profiles: 
1. CSW ISO AP is the ISO 19115/ISO19119 application profile of CSW. It is based on an ISO/TS 

19139 22 compliant encoding of ISO19115 and ISO19119.  
2. CSW ebRIM AP that is based on the ebXML Registry Information Model standard of the OASIS 

Consortium.  
3. CSW EO AP is the draft CSW application profile for use by the Earth Observation (EO) 

community. The current CSW EO AP is a profile restricting and extending the CSW ISO AP for 
use by the EO community. This proposed application profile document describes the interfaces, 
bindings and encodings required to discover, search and present metadata from catalogues of EO 
products.  

                                                      
20  The Web Services Interoperability Organization (WS-I) is an open industry effort chartered to promote Web services 
interoperability across platforms, applications, and programming languages. The organization brings together several Web 
services leaders to respond to provide guidance, recommended practices, and supporting resources for developing 
interoperable Web services. The WS-I Basic Profile provides interoperability guidance for core Web services specifications such 
as SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI. 
21  A profile constrains one or more base specifications to meet the needs of a particular domain. ISO 19106 (Profiles) 
distinguishes two kinds of profiles, depending upon whether the profile restricts or extends the base specifications. 
22  These ISO/TS 19139 based XML Schema implementations are applicable to interchanges of metadata and related 
information by transfer and more generally for a local or remote storage of that information when it are not accessed via a 
standard service. It is also recommended to adopt XML Schemas implementation based on ISO/TS19139 encoding rules when 
no standard XML Schema Implementation is available.  
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4. CSW FGDC CSD GM AP is the CSW application profile of the metadata standard of the USA 
Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata 
(CSDGM). This profile, called FGDC CSD GM Catalogue or CSDGM Catalogue, is based on the 
requirements of the OGC CSW base specification, and provides extensions to this base in several 
areas.  

The OpenGIS Catalogue Service Specification (OGC CSW and also known as OGC CAT2) states that 
each catalogue instance should support the Dublin Core (DC) based Information Model. DC provides 
a basic set of metadata elements. The OGC CSW extends the DC set of metadata elements with 
specific spatial metadata elements. Although the OGC CSW ebRIM AP information model is different 
to the information model of the OGC CSW ISO AP as well as different to the OGC CSW (base 
specification), it is possible for an ISO-based catalogue (like the Catalogue Service Broker) to query 
ebRIM catalogues and obtain useful results using the common record schema. This is achieved by 
using the OGC CSW common profile (called OGCCORE or Core), which includes the list of core 
“queryable” properties, the common record schema and the common interfaces and protocol bindings 
(see figure A.4). 
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Figure A.4: Application profiles and their common denominator 

 
As stated in OGC CSW, the DC base profile that provides a basic set of metadata elements has to be 
supported by each catalogue instance, hence by the Catalogue Service Broker. The information model 
of the Catalogue Service Broker can be one of the application profiles, like CSW ISO AP. If no CSW 
ISO AP is implemented in the Catalogue Service Broker, it must be compliant to the OGCCORE 
specification of the OGC CSW, e.g. a direct implementation or another profile implementation. So, 
although the OGC CSW ebRIM AP information model is different to the information model of the CSW 
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ISO AP as well as different to the OGC CSW base specification, it is possible for an CSW ISO AP 
Catalogue Service Broker to query CSW ebRIM AP catalogues and obtain useful results using a 
common record schema.  
Furthermore, a CSW Application Profile can restrict the base specification and extend another 
Application Profile at the same time; for instance, the CSW EO AP extends the CSW ISO AP and 
restricts the OGC CSW base specification.  
 
Although, the INSPIRE Discovery Services topology of distributed EU and MS Discovery Services is 
out of scope of the INSPIRE Directive, some insight here is informative. For INSPIRE distributed 
search, an INSPIRE Catalogue Service Broker that is part of the INSPIRE Geoportal or MS Geoportal 
shall support the INSPIRE metadata for search and results as defined in the metadata IRs (INSPIRE 
DT Metadata, 2007). As such, the Discovery Service Broker of the INSPIRE Geoportal is a Discovery 
Service that shall access the MS Discovery Services based on the CSW ISO AP (see figure A.5). The 
MS Discovery Services in return can be considered as MS Discovery Service Brokers that have 
access to the Discovery Services of national data providers. The Discovery Services of national data 
providers may support other catalogue protocols as well. In this case the metadata of the data 
provider is harvested in the local repository of the MS Discovery Service Broker. Otherwise the 
metadata is not accessible by the INSPIRE Geoportal Discovery Service (Broker) for real-time search 
or harvesting. Another option is direct access for real-time search or harvesting from the INSPIRE 
Geoportal Discovery Service to the Discovery Service of MS data providers based on the MS 
Discovery Service technical metadata for distributed catalogue instances. Besides this passive 
management pull model, also the additional management function of the CSW ISO AP for the active 
management of metadata by the Transaction operation (the management push odel) shall be offered. 
Online update of XML files or update by online entry of metadata elements are the two approaches 
supported by the Transaction operation.  
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Figure A.5: Distributed access and harvesting based on OGC ISO AP 
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A.2.1. Base specification OGC CS 2.0 and CSW ISO AP characteristics 
 
A.2.1.1. Information models, core “queryables” and result sets 
 
The information model of the OGC core is based on Dublin Core. The salient feature of the common 
profile is the information model which declares the csw:Record element. The csw:Record element is 
the root element of the common profile's information model and is a container for a subset of Dublin 
Core metadata elements. According to the OGC CSW base specification, all compliant catalogues 
must support a view of their information model that maps to the record.xsd schema. Thus, a client 
should be able to query any OGC CSW catalogue, regardless of the underlying information model, 
using the search attributes (elements) defined in the record.xsd schema (see base specification). 
Thus, a client could also expect that an OGC CSW catalogue is capable of returning result sets using 
the elements of the record.xsd schema. These BRIEF, SUMMARY and FULL representations are also 
defined in the base specification. 
 
A.2.1.2. Interfaces and operations 
 
The CSW interfaces and operations can be grouped in three categories operations: 
1. service operations that offer the requestor information about the service capabilities; 
2. discovery operations that a requestor can use to ask for the supported information model of the 

catalogue service and for discovery of metadata records; and  
3. management operations to add change and delete metadata records from the catalogue 

repository.  
 
The mandatory Getcapabilities operation of the CSW implementation offers information about the 
Discovery Service capabilities, such as: 
1. service identification, like title and description; service provider information, such as name and 

address of the organisation offering the service; 
2. operation metadata about the operations supported by the CSW; 
3. contents metadata about the type resources that are offered by the CSW; and  
4. filter capabilities metadata about the filter capabilities of the CSW.  
 
The mandatory describeRecord operation of the CSW offers information about (parts of) the 
information model (schema) that is implemented for the resources. The optional GetDomain operation 
can be used to request the metadata records domain.  
 
The CSW GetRecords operation is responsible for search and results of metadata records. In the 
OGC CSW base specification the search and present operations are defined. In the CSW specification 
these two operations are combined in the GetRecords operation for search and the return of results. 
The results metadata can be presented in different ways. The default schema is based on the Dublin 
Core metadata set. This schema is mandatory for the OGC CSW. In case the OGC CSW supports 
other information models, other schemas can also be provided with the operation, like ISO 
19115/19119 or FGDC. The GetRecords request can be limited to query only selected metadata 
elements or by a predefined collection of metadata elements. Predefined collections are BRIEF, FULL 
and SUMMARY. Dublin Core catalogues can be queried with OGCSUMMARY, as OGCBRIEF only 
return the identifier of the metadata set and OGCFULL might result in a proprietary information model 
as being the payload of the response message. OGCSUMMARY is seen as the greatest denominator. 
With the GetRecords operation also distributed, search can be defined in order to search for metadata 
elements based on the same search parameters. A GetRecords request can work synchronous and 
asynchronous.  
 
The GetRecordsById operation is mandatory and requests and returns the records metadata by 
unique identification. The results are presented in the representation of the underlying information 
model of the OGC CSW.  
 
The optional Transaction operation defines the interface to create, change or delete metadata records 
from the catalogues repository. The edited content for the Transaction operation there exists no KVP 
encoding because the content of transactions is not translatable to KVP. Transactions outcomes are  
described as returned in an XML document.  
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Like the Transaction operation, the (optional) Harvest operation can change metadata in a catalogue 
repository. However, the transaction operation receives the metadata from a client, where the 
harvesting operation only receives the information from the client where metadata is located. The 
Harvest request can work synchronous and asynchronous.  
 
Every OGC CSW minimally supports the OGC service and discovery interface with the GetRecords 
and GetRecordById operations of the OGC CSW capability class of the OGC OWS. These are the 
mandatory interfaces of every OGC Catalogue Service application profile. 
 
A.2.1.3. Query Language 
 
The OGC CSW defines an SQL-like Common Query Language for search and retrieval of metadata 
elements. The description of the supported Query Language(s) and supported operators of the OGC 
CSW are based on the OGC Filter Encoding (OGC FE). Regarding the OGC CSW base specification, 
an OGC CSW must minimally support the OGC FE (version 1.0.0 or version 1.1.0) query language, 
because this is the only mandatory query language of the OGC CSW GetRecords operation. As 
assumed in the CSW ISO AP the Catalogue Service Broker supports the XML-based encoding (OGC 
FE) of the OGC_Common Catalogue Query Language (CQL).  
 
A.2.1.4. Protocol bindings 
 
The CSW ISO AP it is based on the HTTP protocol binding, already defined in the OGC CSW. While 
some operations support the encoding of the request messages as keyword-value pairs within a 
request URI, all operations support the usage of a XML entity body. Responses are XML encoded. 
The HTTP encoding of catalogue operation requests uses HTTP GET with keyword-value pairs (KVP) 
encoding and HTTP POST with XML encoding. Requests and responses may also be embedded in 
the SOAP messaging framework. Besides protocol bindings for HTTP, the OGC CSW has protocol 
bindings available for CORBA/IIOP and the Z39.50 protocol.  
 
The OGC CSW is stateful: the catalogue service "remember" their clients and fill later requests based 
on earlier ones. However, the Web (linked by the HTTP protocol) is stateless: servers treat each 
request independently. The Web profile of the OGC Catalogue Interface simulates a stateful session 
using an HTTP "cookie". 
 
A.4. Mapping INSPIRE metadata elements and Discovery Services 
“queryables” 
 
CSW ISO AP makes it possible to search for spatial datasets and services on the basis of the content 
of the corresponding metadata and to display the content of the metadata. In addition to service 
bindings and query languages, a set of “queryables“ and response properties are defined by these 
specifications. “Queryables” are elements that any catalogue service instance that complies with one 
of these specifications has to provide as a means to query for information. As well as the “queryables” 
defined by the catalogue specifications, the INSPIRE DT metadata has defined a set of metadata 
elements for discovery. These additional elements are needed to satisfy the requirements of the 
INSPIRE Directive, specifically Article 11(2). To ensure interoperability, these elements coming from 
different sources have to match. Table A.4 lists the INSPIRE metadata elements, the ISO 
19115/19119 metadata elements and the metadata elements or “queryables” from the CSW ISO AP 
specification. 
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Table 4: Mapping INSPIRE metadata elements with INSPIRE Discovery Services23 

 
 

INSPIRE abstract 
metadata elements 

 
ISO 19115 / 19119 

 
OGC CSW ISO AP 

 
Identification 

 
Resource title 360 title (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.AbstractM

D_Identification.citation.CI_Citation.title 
Abstract 25 abstract (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.AbstractM

D_Identification.abstract 
Resource type 6 hierachylevel (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.hierarchyLevel.MD_Scope

Code/@codeListValue. 
Resource locator 397 Iinkage (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.linkage 
Unique Resource 
identifier 

356 identifier (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.MD_DataId
entification.citation.CI_Citation. identifier 

Coupled Resource operatesOn (ISO 19119) MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.SV_Servic
eIdentification.operatesOn.uuidref 

Resource language 39 language (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.MD_DataI
dentification.language 

 Classification of spatial data and services 
 
Topic category 41 topicCategory (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.MD_DataI

dentification.topicCategory 
Classification of 
spatial data services 

serviceType (ISO 19119) MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.SV_Servic
eIdentification.citation.CI_Citation.serviceT
ype 

 Keyword 
 
Keyword value 53 keyword (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.AbstractM

D_Identification.descriptiveKeywords.MD
_Keywords.keyword 

Originating controlled 
vocabulary 

55 ThesaurusName (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.AbstractM
D_Identification.descriptiveKeywords.MD
_Keywords.thesaurusName 

 

                                                      
23The legend of the table is as follows: 
• The column “INSPIRE Abstract Metadata element” describes the abstract metadata elements currently defined in 

INSPIRE Draft Implementing Rules for Metadata (Version 3). 
• The column “ISO 19115 / 19119” describe the metadata elements as defined in ISO 19115 and ISO 19119. 
• The column “OGC CSW ISO AP” describes the “queryables” defined by CSW ISO AP. 
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Geographic location 
 
Geographic 
boundingbox 
 

344 westBoundLongitude (ISO 
19115) 
 
345 eastBoundLongitude (ISO 
19115) 
 
346 southBoundLatitude (ISO 
19115) 
 
347 northBoundLatitude (ISO 
19115) 

MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.MD_DataI
dentification.extent.EX_Extent.geographic
Element.EX_GeographicBoundingBox.we
stBoundLongitude 
 
MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.MD_DataI
dentification.extent.EX_Extent.geographic
Element.EX_GeographicBoundingBox.ea
stBoundLatitude 
 
MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.MD_DataI
dentification.extent.EX_Extent.geographic
Element.EX_GeographicBoundingBox.so
uthBoundLongitude 
 
MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.MD_DataI
dentification.extent.EX_Extent.geographic
Element.EX_GeographicBoundingBox.nor
thBoundLongitude 

 
Temporal reference 

 
Temporal extent 351 extent (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.MD_DataI

dentification.extent.EX_Extent.temporalEl
ement.EX_TemporalExtent.extent.TimeP
eriod.beginPosition 
MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.MD_DataI
dentification.extent.EX_Extent.temporalEl
ement.EX_TemporalExtent.extent.TimeP
eriod.endPosition 

Date of publication 394 date (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.AbstractM
D_Identification.citation.CI_Citation.date.
CI_Date[dateType.CI_DateTypeCode.@c
odeListValue='publication'].date.Date 

Date of last revision 394 date (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.AbstractM
D_Identification.citation.CI_Citation.date.
CI_Date[dateType.CI_DateTypeCode.@c
odeListValue='revision'].date.Date 

Date of creation 394 date (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.AbstractM
D_Identification.citation.CI_Citation.date.
CI_Date[dateType.CI_DateTypeCode.@c
odeListValue='creation'].date.Date 

Alternate references  not yet determined not yet determined 
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Quality and validity 
 
Lineage 83 statement (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.dataQualityInfo.DQ_DataQ

uality.lineage.LI_Lineage.statement 
Spatial resolution 60 equivalentScale (ISO 19115) 

 
61 distance (ISO 19115) 

MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.MD_DataI
dentification.spatialResolution.equivalent
Scale.MD_RepresentativeFraction.denom
inator 
 
MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.MD_DataI
dentification.spatialResolution.MD_Resol
ution.distance. Distance 
MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.MD_DataI
dentification.spatialResolution.MD_Resol
ution.distance. Distance@uom 

 
Conformity 

 
Degree 132 pass (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.dataQualityInfo.DQ_DataQ

uality.scope.DQ_DomainConsistency.repo
rt.DQ_ConformanceResult.result 

Specification 130 specification (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.dataQualityInfo.DQ_DataQ
uality.scope.DQ_DomainConsistency.repo
rt.DQ_ConformanceResult.specification 

 
Constraints 

 

Limitations on public 
access 

70 accessConstraints (ISO 19115) 
 
72 otherConstraints (ISO 19115) 
 
74 classification (ISO 19115) 
 

MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.MD_DataI
dentification.resourceConstraints.MD_Leg
alConstraints.accessConstraints 
 
MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.MD_DataI
dentification.resourceConstraints.MD_Leg
alConstraints.otherConstraints 
 
MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.MD_DataI
dentification.resourceConstraints.MD_Leg
alConstraints.classification  

Condition applying to 
access and use 

68 useLimitations (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.identificationInfo.MD_DataId
entification.resourceConstraints.MD_Const
raints.useLimitation 

 
Responsible organisation  

 
Responsible party 29 pointOfContact (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.identicationInfo.MD_DataId

entification.pointOfContact.CI_Responsibl
eParty. organisationName 

Responsible party 
role 

379 role (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.IdenticationInfo.MD_DataId
entification.pointOfContact.CI_Responsibl
eParty. Role 

 
Metadata on metadata 
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Metadata point of 
contact 

8 contact (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.contact.CI_ResponsiblePar
ty.organisationName 
MD_Metadata.contactInfo.CI_Contact. 
address.CI_Address. 
ElectronicMailAddress. 

Metadata date  9 dateStamp (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.dateStamp 
Metadata language 3 language (ISO 19115) MD_Metadata.language 
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Annex B INSPIRE reference material analysis and metadata 
survey (informative) 
 
From the INSPIRE reference material analysis the following conclusions on the use of metadata 
content standards and catalogue standards are drawn.  
 
The analysis of the INSPIRE Metadata reference material analysis shows that here is a clear 
perspective on the use of Dublin Core and ISO 19115/19119 (INSPIRE DT Metadata, 2007):  

• Nearly all reference materials address the use of ISO19115 
• Several profiles 
• No radical changes identified 

• Metadata for data well developed, metadata for services is starting 
• Metadata for services seems only well developed (based on the reference material) in 

Germany 
• ISO19119 is used for services 
• Dublin Core (DC) is often used 

• Useful for connection between geo and e-government (general search) 
• Always an addition to ISO19115 implementation (no DC-only implementations of 

metadata) 
• Other standards: mainly ISO/TS19139 (XML encoding of ISO19115) 

 
Reference material analysis on Network Services show only a few references regarding the use of 
Discovery Service standards in use at SDICs and LMOs. No further conclusions are drawn from this. 
In 2006 an additional INSPIRE survey by Nowak and Craglia (2006) gives a more detailed insight in 
the use of metadata content standards and catalogue standards at INSPIRE SDICs and LMOs24. 
Herewith the results of the INSPIRE metadata survey regarding the use of metadata content 
standards, encoding, catalogue standards and service protocols used (from Nowak and Craglia, 
2006). 
 
B.1. Metadata content standards followed 
 
The question regarding the standards followed to document the contents of the MD holding provided a 
range of different answers. The pie diagram illustrates that in total, 65% of metadata holding follow 
ISO standards (19115, 19119, 15836) with some internal differentiation: 

• ISO 19115 (32%) 
• both ISO 19115 and ISO15836-Dublin Core (5%) 
• both ISO 19119 and ISO19115 (28%) 

The survey also revealed that 3% of metadata holding follow the CEN1 standards, 4% follow national 
standards, while 6% follow other standards (namely: AACR2, CEOS/CIP, XML/OIOXML, Content 
Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata - FGDC, CSDGM, proprietary standards). In 8% of the cases 
the metadata holdings was indicated as using standards – but the name was missing (NSI). In 14% of 
the cases the data was lacking (LOI). 
 
B.2. Standard for encoding MD 
For the metadata encoding purposes the following standards are being applied: ISO 19139 (30%), 
ISO 191152 (14%), and GM03-INTERLIS (3%). The ‘other standards’ class (5%) encompasses the 
answers as follows: UKMARC, CEOS/CIP, ISO 9001, DIF, MS 1250. 5% of respondents use HTML, 
which was considered to be a ‘no standards’ answer. In a great number of instances (31%) we 
received no information about standards, which can be assumed as lack of standards but we 
classified such responses as a LOI. To sum up, more than half of the respondents follow some 
standards to encode MD, of which the majority are ISO standards (19139, 19115). 

                                                      
24   The nominated person for each SDIC and LMO was contacted by email and asked to distribute the survey forms to 

each member organisation. In total, 68 SDICs and LMOs responded to the survey providing information on 120 metadata 
holdings. The response rate for the survey was therefore 26%. The completed questionnaires included free text answers 
that required some degree of harmonization for the analysis. In the case of questions where the names of standards (for MD 
content, or MD encoding, or catalogue service) were required, the answers were harmonized according to the official names 
of the standards. The same applied to the question concerning the protocol used for catalogue search. 
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B.3. Catalogue Service Standards 
The analysis shows that OGC standards are applied to 39% of all metadata holdings. This number 
includes also 6% of the instances when metadata holdings did not sufficiently describe the standard’s 
name (OGC NSI), and 3% of OGC CS-W 1.0. The GM03 (INTERLIS) is applied to 3% of metadata 
holdings. The category ‘other standards’ (8%) encompasses the standards not mentioned before, 
mainly national or proprietary ones (i.e. FGDC, OLIB, CEOS/CIP, ISO 19139-DEProfile, NOKIS-
Schema, CERA / html GUI, DIF, DC). A total of 6% of the forms included information that was not 
sufficient (NSI), while voids appeared in 44% of instances. 
 
B.4. Protocols used for Search 
In case of catalogue existence, the following protocols are used for search: SOAP (20%), HTTP (3%),  
HTTP/SOAP (3%), Z39.50 (2%), others protocols (6%). In 60% of all responses the protocol used for 
search was not specified (LOI). 
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Annex C Examples of SLD usage (informative) 
 
The following XML description is an example of SLD (Styled Layer Descriptor) to define a symbol for a 
point representing a borehole (FeatureType : BSS_Sondage). Three rules are used to define this 
symbol according to values of some properties. 
 
<StyledLayerDescriptor version="1.1.0" xmlns:ogc="http://www.opengis.net/ogc" 
xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink"> 
 <NamedLayer> 
  <Name>BSS_Sondages</Name> 
  <UserStyle> 
   <FeatureTypeStyle> 
    <FeatureTypeName>BSS_Sondage</FeatureTypeName> 
 
Rule #1: If there is more than one image (NB_IMAGES>1) then a border is drawn (border.gif) 
 
    <Rule> 
     <ogc:Filter> 
      <ogc:PropertyIsGreaterThan> 
       <ogc:PropertyName>NB_IMAGES</ogc:PropertyName> 
       <ogc:Literal>0</ogc:Literal> 
      </ogc:PropertyIsGreaterThan> 
     </ogc:Filter> 
     <PointSymbolizer> 
      <Graphic> 
       <ExternalGraphic> 
        <OnlineResource xlink:type="simple" xlink:href="http://.../images/bss/bordure.gif"/> 
        <Format>image/gif</Format> 
       </ExternalGraphic> 
       <Size>15</Size> 
      </Graphic> 
     </PointSymbolizer> 
    </Rule> 
 
Rule #2 : If a « COUPE »(borehole description or drawing) is available then the symbol is filled with the 
« remp.gif » background 
 
    <Rule> 
     <ogc:Filter> 
      <ogc:Or> 
       <ogc:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
        <ogc:PropertyName>COUPE_GEOLOGIQUE</ogc:PropertyName> 
        <ogc:Literal>Presente</ogc:Literal> 
       </ogc:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
       <ogc:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
        <ogc:PropertyName>COUPE_SIMPLIFIEE</ogc:PropertyName> 
        <ogc:Literal>Presente</ogc:Literal> 
       </ogc:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
      </ogc:Or> 
     </ogc:Filter> 
     <PointSymbolizer> 
      <Graphic> 
       <ExternalGraphic> 
        <OnlineResource xlink:type="simple" xlink:href="http://.../images/bss/remp.gif"/> 
        <Format>image/gif</Format> 
       </ExternalGraphic> 
       <Size>15</Size> 
      </Graphic> 
     </PointSymbolizer> 
    </Rule> 
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Rule #3 : If the borehole is an « OUVRAGE » then the symbol « croix.gif » is drawn 
 
 
    <Rule> 
     <ogc:Filter> 
      <ogc:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
       <ogc:PropertyName>OUVRAGE</ogc:PropertyName> 
       <ogc:Literal>OUI</ogc:Literal> 
      </ogc:PropertyIsEqualTo> 
     </ogc:Filter> 
     <PointSymbolizer> 
      <Graphic> 
       <ExternalGraphic> 
        <OnlineResource xlink:type="simple" xlink:href="http://.../images/bss/croix.gif"/> 
        <Format>image/gif</Format> 
       </ExternalGraphic> 
       <Size>15</Size> 
      </Graphic> 
     </PointSymbolizer> 
    </Rule> 
   </FeatureTypeStyle> 
  </UserStyle> 
 </NamedLayer> 
</StyledLayerDescriptor> 
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Annex D Examples of links between CRSs and scale range 
(informative) 
 
ETRS-LCC : CRS for conformal pan-European mapping at scales smaller or equal 1 : 500 000 
 
ETRS-Transverse Mercator zones : CRS for conformal pan-European mapping at scales larger than 
1 : 500 000 
 
ETRS-LAEA : CRS for pan-European statistical mapping at all scales or other purposes where true 
area representation is required 
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